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Weather Forecast
'

thunderFair with
storms tonight or

NO.

LAS VEGAS DAILY

175.

PAST
SO DECLARES

QUESTIONED BY THE
SENATE COMMITTEE.

WHEN

ARE REPRESENTED

business affected by the tariff or other legislation and represented no one
He knew of no lobby or
who hud.
the use of money to affect legislation.
Senator Fall testified he was a large
owner of tattle, horses, sheep and
coal.
He gave the names of cattle-- ;
men who had visited him in the Interest of health restrictions on the
importation of meat, and officials of
a wool growers' association
urging
en wool.
Senator Gronna testified he was interested in farming and knew of no
lobbying. He never had been ap-

ili't;3

AND

AFFECTED

CORPORATIONS

BY LEGISLATION

SEND EMPLOYES.

proached Improperly
legislation.
"I don't believe there is anything
such as corrupt action going on at
either end of the capitol," he declar-

NO

MONEY

tutor Lipi.it.. first witness at the
afternoon session, testified that he
of a cotton
owned about
one-quart-

CALL ATTENTION
SIMPLY
COMMITTEES TO THEIR
PERSONAL BELIEFS.

OF

Washington, June 3. Senator Penrose today told the special senate
committee hunting for tl'e "lobby"
that in his 16 years' experience in
Washington he never had known of
any attempts to improperly influence
members of congress. He gave the
names of 175 persona who had called
on him since January 1 on the tariff
bill, and declared that none were "lobbyists" in the general acceptation of
the term.
"It is well known that certain interests have agents here," said the
senator, "and I suppose they are paid
salaries. They evidently get information for treir organizations. Their
work is perfectly legitimate. I have
seen Mr. Burgess for the pottery Interests here for years and Mr. Brown
for the cotton people. My own opinion is that lobbyists are practically a
thing of the past Congressional committees pay little attention to them
now."

m

Senator Penrose thought that

prob-

ably Winthrop L. Marvin of Boston
represented "the wool people" In
Washington, and Senator Reed was
insistent to learn If Marvin ever had
anything to do with fixing the tariff
on wool or Brown with the cotton tariff. Senator Penrose Insisted the men
did nothing more than present arguments to senators and representatives and that neither had anything
to do with making the rates of the
Payne law.

Other senators testified they knew

nln

K

n.i..;t..lf..n.J

.
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and located at Providence, R. I. He!
had talked with other senators about
the cotton tariff. He furnished a list
of 25 tariff visitors.

IS PRACTICALLY THE ONLY
ACTIVITY IN THE BOSTON
WOOL MARKET

Trading in domestic wool consists largely of clearing
out old stock at sacrifice sales and
moderate purchases of the new clip
at fair prices.
The heaviest recent sale was several hundred thousand pounds of unwashed Ohio delaine at 22. Territory
wools move slowly, moderate transfers being made at 22 to 23 cents for
mediums. Buying has been more
pronounced in the west, especially in
Nevara and Utah, where the greater
part of the new clip had been absorbed.
Offerings of Texas stocks are lim
ited and California wools are ver
quiet.
3

WILL
G. LEE OF CLEVELAND
CONTINUE TO SERVE AS
PRESIDENT OF B. R. T.

W. G. Lee
of Cleveland was
grand
president of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen today by a vote of
446, against 394 for A. F. Whitney of
Chicago, third vice president of the
order, the only candidate who opposed' him.
Other officers elected are: treasurer, T. R. Dodge, Cleveland;, first
vice president, Val Fitzpatrick, Cosecond vice
lumbus, O.,
Toronto,
James
Murdock,
president,
;. third vice presiCanada,
dent, A. F. Whitney. (Whitney was
o- -

a candidate both'for grand president
as thiru vice presi-ben; editor and manager of "Trainer, A. B. King, Cleveland, O., (Incumbent) editor and manager of "Trainman," the official publication of the
lobbyists.
brotherhood, C. L. Cease, Cleveland,
The audience at today's
inquiry O., (Incumbent).
thinned down to four within the first
The next convention city will be
hour.
chosen probably tonight.
and for

t)

IMA

-

GABY

OVERCAME

'TOILS"

MEXICO

was

--

three-quarter-

s

-

1.901.

TODAY IN CONGRESS

Senate: Not

in session, meets 2 p. m. Thursday.,
Territories committee members announced on agreement on Alaskan

them.
Ten thousand rounds of ammuni
tion were taken to Matamoras shoit- ly. ..before noon today, and just after
tl.o
j.a
11U.ua
vuu llllpr- ,wlr tllrt
.Ltl
tilt. li.wl iirou
national bridge a protest was made
by Dr. Antonio Garza Gonzales,
consul here. . He was referred
by the military authorities in charge
to the president of the United States.
A permit for passing ammunition was
-.

j

Car-ran-

issued several weeks ago, but it had
been allowed to remain in this city.
An old trestle owned by the Mexican
National railroad caught fire during
the fight and has been burning briskly ever since. Three fires are visible
in as many parts of the city.
One of 'the federals captured a few
days ago by the rebels was forced by
them to give the location of dynamite
mines planted near the light plant.
One mine was fired without any Injury so far as can be learned.
Two Mexicans watching the fighting from the American Bide were
hurt by stray bullets. Both, wounded
men are In a serious condition.
It was ie&iiiul ti- -t Scilics the loss
of Major Ramos, Captain Yelez and
two lieutenants, a score of federal soldiers were killed, in. defending tne
'

MullA?

SENATE COMMITTEE TODAY BETO
GINS AN INVESTIGATION
ANSWER QUESTION

Washington. June 3. Laying the
foundation for an exhaustive investigation of West Virginia coal strike
the special senate comconditions,
mittee today began search for ail doc-

SO

SITUATION

REGARDS THE

AND SENDS

EX-

PERT TO THIS STATE.
KANSAS
BUT

AFFECTED

ALSO

IT IS BELIEVED

DEPREDA-

TIONS THERE WILL NOT BE
OF SERIOUS NATURE.

ARMY

WORM

COUNTRY

AROUND

INVASION
ST. LOUIS IS

SUFFERING

FROM A DANGEROUS CROP PEST.

Traffic is Discontinued
El Paso, Tex., June 3. Traffic on

,

teel manufacturers since 1904 although previous to that, he said, oral
agreements had been entered Into
The
with regard to some products.
Steel corporation was organized In

our-selve-

MENACETONES

Mat.-.mora-

g

railways.
Lobby investigating committee continued hearings.
West Virginia coal mine strike Investigating committee began gatherto him.
ing documentary evioence.
No General Legislation Coming
Immigration committee voted to
orAfter completing the details of
favorably the nomination of Anganization the., house today again thony Caminetti as commissioner gen.
lapsed into a state of inactivity that eral of Immigration.
promises to continue until June 23
House: Met at noon.
and nrobablv until after July 4. Ma
jority Leader Underwood, Republican!
Leader Mann and Progressive Leader
THE CONSERVATION OF
Murdock agreed that no Important
business was to be transacted until
ENERGY
June 23, and that the house was to
adiourn three days at a time until
Shopping, to some women,
.
that date.
and to some men, too, means
hard drudgery.
Carrying out the democratic cau-- j
..workj-re- al
'
cus plan to prevent all legislation ex
With knitted brow and detercept tariff, currency and appropriamined look they go about their
tion bills at. the extra session, - the
shopping with no more liking
rules committee brought in a resolufor it than a small boy who
tion suspending the operation of rules
goes to have his hair cut.
which would allow the calling up of
Do you wonder that the rebills from committees by individual
sults under these conditions
members. That was accepted hy the
are costly and unsatisfactory,
to say nothing of the distressrepublicans, and all general legisla
tion was thus blocked for the session.
ing mental strain, occasioned
by such unscientific methods?
is so
DENY OIL 'MONOPOLY.
Shopping drudgery
3.
June
so
Attorneys
Tex.,
unnecessary, it Is
Corsicana,
needless,
and
here representing oil companies Inmy fault If we
fault
your
s
volved in the state o.f Texas' ninety-nin- e
go at it blindly, and worry
million dollars' penalty and ousto distraction when, by
ter suit, said today they admit the
the simple method of reading
bulk of stock of the Magnolia PetrolIntelligent helpful advertising
eum company of Texas 'was owned by
In good1 newspapers like THE
John D. Archbold and H. C Folger of
OPTIC w ma3r Bborten' our
New York. They said Mr. Archbold
steps, settle perplexing queswe
and Mr. Folger held this stock meretions, and, Incidentally, If
holda
stock
that
and
individuals
as
many
keep
ly
read carofully,
that
our
ers had neither violated any anti-trupurses
within
dollar
laws, nor attempted to monopolize
might otherwise go astray.
the oil business In Texas.

PLANT.

GRASSHOPPERS

Masson Gives Up
Douglas, Ariz., June 3. A. M. Williams, a Douglas avitor who has been
flying with Masson in his Guaymas
experiments, returned to Douglas today and; reports that Masson Is not
able to manipulate his machine at a GOVERNMENT

d

3.

3.

j

the Mexican Northwestern
railway
discontinued indefiintely today
resulting from demands for $10,000
made on the road by Maximo Castillo,
commander of a group of mutinous
ists.
federal irregular troops. Yesterday's
The attack sf the forces of General trains on the British-owneline were
Luclo Blanco,
the constitutionalist turned back by Castillo's men at Guz
a
beleader, on the city of
man between Juarez and Casaa Gran- 10:30
o'clock
at
the
attack
gan
today,
des.
being made in skirmisn line order.
The shooting was started by a email
line of constitutionalists
visible
PRESENTS
from the American bank of the Rio WOOD
Grande, who were attempting to gain
the Matamoras electric lght plant, a
NO DEFENSE
mile out of the city.
At 1 o'clock the first official report
from Matamoras stated that the attacking lines had been repulsed three ACCUSED WOOLEN TRUST HEAD
time and that four federals of a small
MOVES THAT JURY BE TOLD
force fighting in the neighborhood of
TO ACQUIT HIM.
the light plant had been wounded
during the skirmishing there.
Boston, Mass., June 3. The proseThe shooting was brisk from the cution rested today In the trial of
start and continued for
President William M. Wood, of the
of an hour, then the firing was' car- American Woolen oompany, Frederried on by both sides in a desultory ick E. Atteaux and Dennis J.' Collins,
manner. The entire forces of General who are charged with conspiring with
Blanco, numbering about 1,800, are John J. Breen of Lawrence, and the
being brought into the attack. The late Ernest W. Pitmen of Andover,
lines are approaching the city from to "plant" dynamite at Lawrence to
the west with apparently the heaviest discredit the striking textile workers
firing to the 8cruth of the city. The in January, 1912.
federals are entrencned on the outAfter a few minutes' conference,
skirts of Matamoras and in addition following the closing of the govern
to the embankment
behind which ment's case, Attorney Hurlburt anthey are firing, they are protected n0unced that the case for Wood also
to some extent by oarbed wires charg. rested. He announced that his client
ed with electricity.
would offer no defense and requested
Major Estaban Ramos, commanaer the court to Instruct the jury to reof the federal forces, was seriously turn a verdict pf not guilty on the inwounded in the charge of the revolu- dictment of Mr. Wood.
tionists on the Matamcras electric
The taking of testimony was suslight plant which they succeeded jn pended while counsel argued the motaking at 2:15 o'clock this afternoon. tion for an instructed verdict. AttorThere was a lull in thj tiring, the ney Hurlburt argued that the governrebels taking new positions for a hur- ment, had not 'shown ar; active parried attack on the fortifications south ticipation by Wood in the alleged
of the light plant. By capturing this plot.
plant they put out of commission the
The motion for an acquittal of
electric wire fence which the feder- Wood on the alleged Insufficiency of
als had claimed killeu 6J of the en- the evidence was overruled and his
v
emy.
defense, with that of Atteaux and ColDrought-intwas
o
One federal cannon
lins, was ordered to proceed.
action at the very start of the fight,
but was given up after one shot had
been fired from it into small houses
EXIST
in which it was thought rebels were DDES PEONAGE
to
were
blown
The houses
hiding.
IN WEST
kindling wood but no men were in

Judge Elbert
of the United
States Steel corporation, was ques
tioned today on the general subject
of pools In the government dissolu
tion suit.
He said his attention was first
Steel and
called to the American
Wire company participation in the
Jackson pool by a man who
came to him in 1908 and demanded a
job "because he knew the wire company was in the pool."
"I ordered an investigation and
found it was truq. testified the wit
ness, "and I immediately ordered that
the wire company wltndraw."
Judge Gary denied today that there
or
had been any other price-fixinpercentage division of output among

Washington, June

BY

Brownsville, Tex., June 3. After
four hours of fighting it is reported
the city of Matamoras, Mexico, has
been captured by the constitutional-

UNITED
OF THE
CHAIRMAN
STATES STEEL CORPORATION
IS A GOOD WITNESS.
New York, June
H. Gary, chairman

HANDICAPS

TAKING POWER

TELLS ABOUT

1H0US

.viatamoias light punt. A federal de--1
serter said that the federals were
pushed back to the main plaza, with
heavy losses.

height sufficient for safety, and has
given up his attempt to blow up the
federal gunboat in Guaymas haibor.
He says that it has been decided to
use the machine in'iy in scout work.
that the
Williams also reports
state troops are short of ammunition
BUILT A BARBED WIRE FENCE
and water, and that other than firing
AND CHARGED IT WITH ELECand skirmishes by the outposts of the
TRIC CURRENT.
two armies there has been no fighting for the 'last two weeks. There
at Ortiz
are 4,500 constitutionalist
THIS REPULSED THE ATTACK and 1,600 cavalrymen' at Bacamala.
The federals recently have received
BUT THE
CONSTITUTIONALS reinforcements of 3,500 raw recruits.

re-po- rt

IS

San Francisco, June

BEFORE

REBELS

Practically without change, the
and sugar schedules as they
passed the house are expected to be
recommended late this week to the
senate finance committee by the senators who have had them under consideration more than a month.
which
The free sugar schedule,
Senators Ransdell and Thornton of
Louisiana hade fought sO persistently,
has been approved by Senator Wilthe free
and
liams'
wool schedule has been agreed to by
DemSenator Stone's
ocratic leaders say that neither will
be altered by the entire finance committee, and predict that the party
caucus will not make a change.
Immediately after his conference
with the president, Chairman Simmons hurtied to the capitol where the
considering the agri- cultural schedule was waiting.
"I am coins: into the meeting to
move, to put cattle and wheat on the
free list," said Mr. Simmons. "I don't
know what the committee will do
about it."
The committee then went into ses
sions behind closed dors. Later it
was learned that the president had
decided raw materials should be free-- a
listed as well as thetr products. The
bad left the decision

THIS

w.

ATAMORAS FELL

A.

WOMANKILLS HUSBAND
St. Louis, jine 3. Mrs. Haille P..
IN SPITE OF EFFORTS
Martin today shot and killed her husERN MEMBERS TARIFF IS
Charles L. Martin, an automo-b'lband,
NOT RESTORED
salesman. '"' The shooting wis the
in which Mrs.
climax of a quarrel
RAW MATERIALS ALSO FREE Martin accused her husband of bein?
attentive to another woman. Sirs.
Martin said she fired while h?"
THEY
BELIEVES
was advancing to'v".rd lev w ah
'
BE
ADMITTED
AS
SHOULD
a knife. A year a so Mr. Martin saved
his wife's life whou her 'ethnic
WELL AS MANUFACTURES
was set aflame from a gas explosion.

wool

l

MAN ACCUSED.

3.

LIST

lowing week.

OLD STOCKS

Boston, June

Boston,

TO BE ON FREE

'

est"

'

Luck

CITY ED'TION

Calvin Cruchet,
treasurer of the American Securities
corporation, was arrested today on an
indictment charging him with using
the mails In a scheme to defraud in
the sale of the stock oi the Brooklyn-Ai
rizona
Mining company.
Frederick K. Sn.all, who was jointly
indicted with Cruchet, is under arrest
at Prescott, Ariz.
BYDETER-- .
It is alleged that the defendants CONSTITUTIONALISTS,
SO DECLARES SENATOR SIMMONS
w'orth.
of
of
$500,000
the
MINED
disposed
FIGHTING, TOOK
OF THE SENATE'S FINANCE
stock and used the proceeds for their
PLACE BY STORM.
COMMITTEE
personal benefit. Cruchet pleaded not
guilty, and was he'td in $15,000 bonds
for
trial.
FEDERALS
WERE
CRAFTY
WOOL AND SUGAR NOT TAXED

June 3. Chairman
Washington,
Simmons of the senate finance comMETCALFE GETS GOOD JOB.
Wahington, June 3. Richard L. mittee, after a conference with PresMetcalfe of Lincoln, Neb., editor of ident Wilson today,: said he believed
The Commoner, was today selected that when the tariff bill is ready for
by President Wilson to be civil gover- - consideration by the democratic caunor of the Panama canal zone. This cus next week, cattle, wheat, meats
was announced by Secretary Garrison j find flour very probably would be on
after he and Secretaries Bryan and, the free list.
Daniels had conferred with the pi esi- jie declined to say whether the
dent.
change had been made at the instance
of the president or senators. He said
'that the bill would be considered by
the senate caucus next week and he
CLEARING OUT
reported out of committee the fol-

MEN'S

.

Daily fflaxim

3, 1913.

hus-han-

fiflrt

of no "undue influences" and told of
their personal interests. The list of
175 names which Mr. Penrose gave
the committee was made up of manuPOOR OLD "UMPo."
facturers, 'labor leaders, attorneys,
Chicago, June 3. A report reached
importers and others wno feared they the office of President Chivington of
would be affected by tariff changes.
the American association today that
Senator Penrose estimated that not Umpire Johnstone's head was so bad
more than 40 per cent as many per- ly cut by a thrown pop bottle after
sons had come to Washington on targame in Milwaukee Sunday that six
iff business this year as compared stitches had to be taken in it. Some
with four years ago, but reiterated spectator, enraged waen Johnstone
that the persons here now were here ordered Fielder Randadll .out of the
at previous .tariff revisions.
game for too strenuous objection to
Senator Fall said a Mr. Burbridge decisions, Is believed to have thrown
of Colorado, whom he relieved was the' bottle.
"trust" had
interested1 in the zinc
talked to him.
HEAD
"His attitude was one of indiffer"He
ence," explained Senator Fall.
was not a lobbyist, honest or dishon-

Senator Penrose, wno wanted to
leave town, took the stand out of his
turn and testified he had no interest
In anything affected by the tariff ex- cept as a stock holder in the United
States Sugar; and I and company at
Garden City, Kansas.
"This company has never been a
success," he said, "even under a protective tariff and either Is, or will
soon be in the hands of a receiver."
The second day of tue senate probe
one- beean
with
approximately
senators
fifth of the total number of
disposed of. At such a rate of progress it would take four days more to
finish the Investigation. The senate
has allowed ten.
,
Senator McLean was called as the
first witness. He ' testified he was
a small stockholder in several corporations but he had never sought to
influence senators because of his interests. He gave a list of various
callers who discussed the tariff with
him but he considered none of them

WHEAT ANU MEAT

June

JUNE

e

t

SPEND

'IC, TUESDAY,

OF SOUTH-- ,

ed.

THEY

f

SECURITIES

testified that

ho bad no financial interests in any

regarding any

PERSONS

I

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRESSLEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

THING OF THE

INTERESTS

it

the man who
doesn't believe In

LOBBYING NOW IS

SENATOR PENROSE

i

Lucky is

Senator Dillingham

A

I

-

"Wednesday

VOL. XXXIV.

I.) j

Washington, June 3. "This looks
like a grasshopper
year" was the
comment today of Professor F. JL
Webster of the bureau of entomology,
after the fourth outbreak ot the Invaders had been reported to Mm, The
latest appearance of the "hoppers" is
in Kansas, previous states afflicted
being New Mexico, Idaho and California.
The department of agriculture regards the New Mexico outbreak as so
serious that 'Harrison E. Smith, an
expert in the division of forage Insect investigations, has been ordered
from Welling'.on, Kan., to the scene
of trouble. He reported his arrival
today at Amarfilo, Texas.
Further grasshopper raids in various parts ot tne country are looked
for, although it is not believed by of-- .
ficials here that any pf them will do
great damage.
An army worm invasion, reported
today as having ooenrred near St.
Louis, is giving the government's insect fighters here considerable worry;
It was acknowledged. Telegraphic instructions were Bent to a department
field agent to take Immediate steps
to combat the pests.
Damage Report Discounted.
Kansas City, June 3. General reports from over Kansas and Missouri
indicate that early rumors of a grasshopper "plague" and worms were
largely exaggerated. Reports from
the western Kansas wheat counties
say practically no damage has been
done by the insects. Pawnee county,
reports "millions of small grasshoppers" but adds that the number Is
scarcely greater than in other years
and that the damage done is small.
Reports received at the headquarters of the Southwestern Millers' association at Joplin, Mo., indicate that
tne crops in southern Kansas and
Missouri are not in the slightest danger from grasshoppers, according to
W. H. Marshall, secretary of the association. Reports of an invasion ot
locusts" have came from
and Kansas, but it
of
Missouri
parts
is stated these insects have not coma
number and have
in any alarming
done little damage.
Cut worms nave done damage to
corn in Ford, Barton, Stafford and
MePfiersoh ccunties, Kansas.
"17-ye-

MEETING.
BIG RELIGIOUS
Mohonk Lake, N. Y., June 3. The

tenth conference of the World's Student Christian federation convened at
Mohonk, Lake today with 37 nattous
represented among the 340 persona
and delegates in. attendance. Regions
as far apart as Japan and South, Afri
ca sent delegates, and the racial
types included all the colors from
white through the yellow tints, olive,
red and1 browns of various shades

umentary evidence in Washington
bearing on the situation. Some time
ago the department of labor investigated charges of peonage and looked
into the conditions of immigrants emThe secretary's report shows an apployed in the mines.
increase of 300 associaproximate
The committee today decided to ask
members. The conand
20,000
tions
the department for a copy of its reference will end Sunday.

port

Another examination has been
by the postofflca department
through a special agent of charges
that miners were forcibly prevented
from using the posoriices and securing their mail. The committee will
ask- Postmaster General Burleson for
a copy of that report.
Tomorrow" the committee expects
to receive statements from represen
tatives of the miners and coal
made

'

CATCHER IS SUSPENDED
3. M.ui...
June
Washington,
C'lark Griffith of the WashinstoR
American league baseball team
notice from president J.ibn-so- n
notifying him of the
CatHtoc KUdie AiiiBiuiiU'
suspension
because of his conduct in yesterday's
?ame when he hurled a handful of
dirt at rmpire O'Laushlin after
called out on a clow play.
ftHli-fittlt-

i.e-in-
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TWO

3,

dog: "Come back. Shep, come back!
self to us at this time to properly ad-- J sition, and which would in itself
New Mexico before the world; stitute an exhibit of historic charac-an- Don't try to catch it. I don't know
of getting a large percentage of ter. The central porton ot such a what the thing! is neither do you,
the eastern visitors to the exposition building might follow the architecture and I dont' know what you would do
to stop off in our state and get inter- - of one of the mission churches, with with it if you did catch it!"
ON
ested in what we have should appeal an auditorium Beating say three hun
Respectfully submitted,
ANTONIO LUCERO.
strongly to every loyal New Mexican dred people, and with side aisles in
to the extent of making him put for- which could be exhibited the historicTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
ward every effort to
with al and archaeological
models, speciBROMO
the ranamiarCalifornia
Quinine
exposition mens, etc., and the walls of which Take LAXATIVE
commission in whatever efforts this could be decorated with paintings, il- TabletB. Druggists refund money If H
RE- commission
MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS
may put forward to make lustrating the attractions of the falls to cure.' E. W. GROVE'S slg
New Mexico buildings
AT SAN
and exhibits state, such as interesting ruins, pue- nature Is on each box. 25c.
GARDING EXHIBITS
show
the
the
most
at
DIEGO FAIR
big
churches, etc. The
unique and blos, mission
TAP LINE CASE UP AGAIN
the most creditable on the ground. To wings and cloisters could be so condo this I recommend that New Mex structed as to constitute a hall of' the
Washington, June 3. The
Santa Fe, X. M., June 3. The
report of the secretary of state, ico make a special point of the expo counties, in which could be placed the tap line case, which has attracted
attention, came up for
Antonio Lucero, which lie makes to sition of:
exhibit of the resources of the vari- country-wid- e
document
argument before the commerce court
a
state's
is
The
attraction for travelers, ous portions of the state.
Governor McDonald,
The state's resources.
A building could bo constructed here today. The question at issue is
English, for
which for god, plain
Under the first head the New Mex along these lines which would givean whether 57 tap lines located in varibrevity in covering the subject of an
ico exhibit can probably be made the exhibition space of from 10 to 12 thou- ous states are common carriers and
official visit to the San Diego,
exposition, and for lo- most attractive of any that will be at sand square feet, equal in area to al- entitled to participate in joint rates.
cal interest, that strikes home to the the exposition. The exhibitable fea- most any of the state buildings that The suit was begun in 1910 and after
will be put up, and in fact as large ns a large amount of evidence had been
desires and Is in accord with the tures would be as follows:
some of the buildings that will be introduced tlie interstate commerce
Archaeological.
wishes of every resident of the state
commission ruled that among more
Historical.
eretced by the exposition itself.
is well worth reading.
Scenic.
The efficiency of all the exhibits than one hundred tap lines which
To the Honorable W. C. McDonald,
Climatic.
could be greatly increased by th? were parties to the proceeding there
Governor of New Mexico,
out
Mexico.
can
New
be
use
These
of lantern slides and moving pic- were 57 which should be classified
brought
Santa Fe,
points
Sir: Pursuant to instructions re- graphically by some such means as tures, and there might be frequonf merely as "plant facilities" and not
events planned to particularly draw as public service roads. An appeal
ceived from you to visit the City of follows:
San Diego, California, with tne view
showing the crowds to the New Mexico build- from this decision was taken to the
Archaeological exhibits
commerce court. It is expected that
of making a personal inspection of the niodejs, cliff dwellings, ancient pueb- ng.
Panama-Californi- a
atmuseum
the
from
such
for
collections
is
site
one
The site
of the most impos eventually the case fill reach the sulos,
proposed
exposition, to be held 'in that city tractive
places as Parajito plateau. ing, upon the grounds, and will he preme court of the United States for
in 1915, and then make whatever rec- The New Mexico building may be lo- among the most prominent to be seen final decision.
ommendation I might deem proper to cated just upon the brow of a cliff, in crossing the long Spanish bridge
Katberine L. Norton, New Bedford,
make in connection with the placing so that the site would lend itself ad- which forms the approach to the ex
Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
Mexico
New
of
to
exhibit
the construction, part way position. There shouldbe
a large across my back, with a
of a creditable
mirably
burning and
resources at that exposition, as direct- down the canyon, of a typical cliff amount of literature provided, for scalding feeling. I took Foley kidney
I
beg village) I.i life size, peopled with Pue- constant circulation and information. Pills as advised, with results certain
ed by the state legislature,
I felt toned up and invigorleave to report and recommend the blo Indians.
Probably the most immediate re and sure.
I recommend
Foley Kidney
The remarkable historical attrac- turn to be expected from the exhibit ated.
following:
Pills." For backache,
rheumatism,
San
in
of
Diego tions of the state could be brought oui would be by way of making so prom- lumbago, and all
the City
I arrived
kidney and bladder
on the 14th inst., and remained in by means of models of all thu oiu inent the attractions of the state that ailments, use Foley Kidney Fills. O
same for sceveral days. Havng made mission churches. The director of ex- - thousands of the visitors to the ex- G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
known the purpose of my visit to the hibits has made a complete collection position would be induced to stop off Store.
of photographs of these, from which in New Mexico on their return. Con
managers of the proposed
FAIR MAKING PROGRESS.
exposition, I was shown ev- models could be made at the museum sequently it would be wise to make
San Francisco, June 3. Progress
of- in
said
the
Santa Fe. Quite a number of the this part of the exhibits as spectacu- on
ery courtesy possible by
the exposition site during the past
ficers and was taken by them over missions have been completely demo lar aa possible; and because of the seven
days has beeu exceedingly rapunderthe
big
the proposed site for
lished, and others completely changed great wealth of the material which id. Four immense warehouses are
taking, Ihus making it possible for me in appearance. By making models the state has in this line, this oan being constructed near the
Ferry
10 see everything In connection with from the old photographs, the origin easily be done.
and these will hold the exhibits
Slips
Of
an
the
idea
bigness al architecture will he preserved, and
It is understood that the museum of that are to be
it and thus get
shipped here for expoof 'bo enterprise. I am not going to those models could be returned after New Mexico has offered office facili sition
purposes.
an
into
at this time, to go
the exposition closes for permanent ties for the use of the commission,
The lumber for the palace of educapbiVrrate statement relative to the use of the state. There are also and also has tendered the assistance tion has been delivered and is now
favorable Impression that everything many historic objects, documents, etc. of its staff, to he used in any possi
ready for use. This 'lumber was
in connection with the big southern which, might be loaned for the expo- hie way In connection with the
in by boats that anchored in
brought
California enterprise made upon my sition year. A most attractive historYacht harbor, located near the
the
lanmiiMi. My inahllty to do this in
On a rough estimate, it might be California
ical feature will be the production at
building.
ffr:v.c and style worthy of the sub- San Diego some time during the year well to propose that 50 per cent of
one hundred moulders and
Nearly
described, If nothing else, would of the.De Vargas pageant, by those the appropriation, that is. 513,000 be modelers are busily engaged preparforbid this. My purpose, in this re- who produce it annual in Santa Fe. expended upon the building, and the
ing cornices which are to ornament
port is to make recommendations In
Scenic and climatic attractions can remainder held for the purpose of the palace of machinery.
The northennnection with the part that New lie
maintain is ;j them ern facade of this immense building
by means of enlarged preparing exhibits,
presented
Mexico la to take in the great proposphotographs,
maps, charts, publica- during the year 1915, paying transpor- is being decorated, while the worked southern California exposition, and
tation, shipping charges, 3tc, and al- men are erecting the arched trusses
tions, paintings, etc.
I wiil proceed to do.
tl
All the above mentioned
features so for the preparation of a liberal on the southern end of the building.
It was a most fortunate thing for can be
Contracts have been called for, for
made most effective by means amount of published matter for cir
New Mexico that our state legislature,
the construction of the palace of var
of mural .decorations in the main exhi- culation at the exposition.
realising the importance of having bition hall.
In conclusion permit me to suggest ied Industries, and bids have already
New Mexico represented at the
the importance of making a been received for the construction of
that
In the production of exhibits of this
exposition, made availcreditable
exhibit at the San Diego the transportation building.
can doubtless
able an appropriation of "money for class the commission
cannot be 'emphasized too
Thus far, contracts have been let
exposition
that purpose. I did not fully rea"ze the receive much help from chambers of strongly. Every county in the state for the construction of the
palaces of
commerce
from
in
the different cities,
importance of this myself untii after
should be represented. If we raut machinery, agriculture, education and
museum
New
Mexico
the
and
the
of
had visited the Pacific coast, re-- i
to come to New Mexico the pure foods. The Esplanade, extendIt is especially people
Historical ociety.
ccntly. We have a great state. This
first thing we have to do is to ing
of a mile from the
very
thatin
the
recommended
production
is admitted b yall those who are ac
world know where we ara and Ferry Slips to the California building,
let
the
ot ,10w exhibits along this line they
quainted with the climatic conditions
what we possess. To mrtbur illus- has been 'iaid out and grass is now
j ma' 1)6 made of permanent
character,
But
and its agricultural possibles.
the fact that there are many in growing on the rich soil that was
trate
ma-hat
be brought back to
how rnanv people outsde of New Mex-sstates who :ii net know brought from the Sacramento delta
eastern
the
ico know of these facts? My opinion ,be state for permanent exhibition at
we are a part of the Union I will district.
that
Is that the number is surprisingly home.
cite another instance:
During the past week CommissionExhibits illustrating the. resources
small. 1 boosted New Mexico on the
was in the company of a number er R. M. Cuevas of Porto Rico dediI
the s,a' cau doubtless be had
railroad trains, hotel lobbies, and ev-j- f
of tourists. We had ben out sight- cated a site for the insular possesthrouah the various counties,
I
this
not
did
and
wherever
lr?ly
erywhere.
sion and Honorable Francisco J.
seeing and came together for t
one, but many informed me that it was cnamuers ot commerce ana private by the seashore after i icn? r.alk
minister from the Dominican
the first time that they had ever heard exhibitors. The commission might
1
vn
nd
dedicated a site for his
me
tbe
who
asked
Republic,
They
anything about New Mexico. At one perhaps organize, through an office information sought was gladly giten. country.
Santn Fe, for the working up 'of
place where I was talking New Mex-ja- t '
The Spokane Ad club representaBut I did not stop nt this. I told
ico with ail the earnestness at my SUCu exhibits so as to bring out the
Spokane"
also, that I was frim Now Mex tives, assisted by "Miss
them,
particular attractions and resources
command I bad a. aei.tipmm at
the Sunshine State of the Union, planted flowers on the Washington
ico,
Part of the state- without
to me after I had finished my talkjot ea
where prosperity, with imt.iivtched state site and held other Interesting
and after congratulating me for what needless duplication. Under this head arms, welcomes the rsomii'-- of ill ceremonies.
I had said and the manner in which ,np'- m'sht be relief maps, charts, who
might be out in sear r. .f homes
I had said it, he added: "My friend.! etc- - showing areas undeveloped and or
profitable investments. I boosted
surely your country must lie a. great susceptible of cultivation; and there New Mexico .until I thought I had covMother's Frisnd
country, but why in the world don't can be displays o' products illustrat- ered every
phase of it. There were
and
horticultural
agricultural,
The'"1
end
the
revolution?"
ion people
many questions asked of me and for
in Every If MHOS
number of people who associate New! mineral resources. As several other all of these I had an aswer but one.
Mexico with Mexico is astonishingly Bftes will exhibit along this line In This one was the
exception. A gen- Comfort and Safety Assured Befora
scientific man- large, and the main purpose of ourjtne mo
the Arrival of the Stork.
asked me, "what do you think
tleman
ner, it would doubtless be wise to ask
representation at the
of the idea of annexing your country
exposition should be not only to the assistance of experts from the to ours?" At this everybody laughed;
advertise our wonderful climate and agricultural college, university and the
was politely informed
rerr irces, but to call the attention of school of mines in securing and ar- that. questioner
New Mexico was already annexed
the whole world to the fact that
ranging such exhibits.
to the United States. He laughed, too,
is a part of the United States.
A building could be constructed in when he discovered his
mistake, but
For this purpose, a geography class architecture dilawn from the old
insisted on knowing from me what i!
mieht be established In connection mission churches of the state which
thought of annexing Mexico to the
The old saying what Is home without
with our exhibits.
would be in harmony with the Span- United States to end the latter's trou- a mother should
add "Mother's Friend."
The opportunity that presents it- - ish colonial architecture of the expo- In thousands of American homes there
bles.
la a bottle of this splendid and famous remNot wishing to express an opinion edy that has aided many a woman through
upon a question so delicate as the one the trying ordeal, saved her from suffering
and
kept her In health of mind and
which had been propounded, I made body pain,
In advance of baby's coming and bail
most
a
wonderful
influence In developing m
my friend happy and the others
healthy, lovely disposition In the child.
to
him, "My friend,
laugh by saying
There Is no other remedy so truly a help
Dr.
of Health.! Prescription for eczema and absolutelT I feel about
is,
the question you have to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
ways: ' There is almost no relation be guarantee that
will
take
the
away the
and discomfort caused by the
tween skin diseases and the blood." The itch the instant it
just asked, as did the old Tennessee strainpain
you apply It
on the ligaments, makes pliant those
kin must be cured through the skin.
If you are suffering from any form of mountaineer. He had never seen a fibres and muscles
1'he germs must be washed out, and so Bkln
which nature Is expandtrouble we would Kite to have you
alves have long ago been found worthing and soothes the Inflammation of breast
less. The most advanced physicians rf come to our store, for w have bad the railroad or train, and, while camping glands.
agency of this remedy for so many one
this country are now agreed on this, nd years
Mother's Friend Is an external remedy,
evening beside a ne railroad
that we can tell you all about
re prescribing a wash of wintergreen,
and how it cures track, the night express went whizz- acts quickly and not only banishes all disthymol and other ingredients for eczema UD.D. Prescription
in advance, but assures- a speedy ana
In
tress
act
w
so
are
sure
of what
?f
aiud ail other I'kin diseases. This com60 tOT yu tnat w9 wil1 ba ing by. The roar of the engine, toot complete recovery for the mother.
Thug
pound is known as V.V.D. Prescription Blaai to win
let
on
you
have a Jl bottle
our
She becomes a healthy woman with all her
for Eczema,
guarantee that it will cost you nothing ing of the whistle, clanging of the bell, strength
Dr. Holmes, the well known skin
to thoroughly enjoy the
writes: "I am convinced that the unless you find that It does the work. and gleam of the headlight were all rearing ofpreserved
her child. Mother's Friend can
D.U.D. Prescription is as much a specific For that matter a. trial bottle for 25n
be
had
to
at
he
new
to
any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
him, as they were to his faith
for eczema as quinine for malaria. We ought
enough to absolutely prove
iiit-- i H.i or me,
and Is really one of the greatest blessings
bnvc
remedy.
scribing the D.D.D. remedy urn
rr'
ful
which
chased
down
dog,
ever discovered for expectant mothers.
yelping
for yea""."
,TIrf,J, ,n, 0,,r s,or anvwav and We
"Me. oufst'.vta
vouch for the D.D.D. Kill te.I you ail abeut this great remedy. the track after the flying train. The Write to Hradfleld Regulator Co.. 128
I.amnr fildg., Atlanta,
,
"r thfiT 'ree
K. D. GOODALL, EAST LAS ; VEGAS, N. M.
old man called excitedly after the book. Write
H la u108' Instructive.
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EGYPT
COMMISSION LEAVES
ROME TO
INVESTIGATE AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS.
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Thomson's
''Glove-Fitting- "

Corsets
are famous for their adaptability to
any figure. The models for either
slender or stout women are perfect
images of the styles you are taking
from the fashion plates for your new
evening gowns and winter street

tions.
A second
Heft for
the south of Italy and Sicily to study

dresses. We would like to have you
fit one of these garments before you
purchase. Let us help you select
the model best suited to your figure
lines model counts more than you
know.

fruit raising and marketing methods

of that section.

Three
have gone to
the north of Italy, and at Florence
will separate to study the three subjects of rural credit banks, land credit or mortgage institutions, and cooperative societies for producing and
marketing farm products, principally
the
dairies of the north
of Italy which have made great
strides in recent years. '
This division Into
with Itineraries arranged in the rural
districts Is the real beginning of the
investigation of the commission, since
the sessions of the commission in
this city have necessarily been more
In the nature of consultations. With
its departure from Rome the commission puts behind it most of the formal entertaining which formed a part
of its program during its visit to the
eternal city.
When vou feel lazv. nut of mrii an
yawn a good deal of the daytime, you
can cnarge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of

impurities. HERBINE cures .all disorders produced bv an inactlvn llvor
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and mits the KVRtom tn
good healthy condition.
Price 50c
Sold by Central Drug Co.

Las VedasLpadindStora

.&ttSMWtiM6 Son,
Established

South SidoPlaja

1862

the

Indiana Bankers' association.
When, the baby is suffering the douThe conference program covers two ble affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
days and provides for the discussion McGEE'S
BABY ELIXIR.
It reduces
of a wide variety of topics. At to- the feverish
condition, corrects

day's sessions the present and future
demands of Indiana - agriculture and
the assistance which the state and
the bankers may lend to agricultural development were discussed by
Governor Ralston, Charles L. Good-ba- r
of the Indiana Bankers' association, T. A. Coleman of the Indiana
Federation of Agricultural Interests,
and others.

j

COUNTRY

j

-

V'H

',)

Rome, Italy, June 3. The American commission on agricultural
which has been In this city
investigating systems of agricultural
credit and
production
and marketing, left here today in
five groups to study conditions with
regard to special crops.
One of these groups, headed Dy
Colonel J. Shelby Williams and Clarence Ousley of Ft. Worth, Texas, has
gone to Egypt to study methods of
financing and marketing the Egyptian cotton crop. The Egyptian Dale
of cotton has been accepted as the
world's standard, and it is a well
known fact that American cotton
growers are losing large sums U
money as a result of their failure to
properly bale and grade their cotton.
It is even claimed that in the United
f
States
of the real value of
the cotton crop is lost to the farmers
through poor selling mehods, and lack
of financial facilities. In Egypt the
government has established the Bank
of Egypt, which has done much to assist the cotton growers of that country in the important task of financing their crop.
The
will secure a complete report on the
workings
of this institution. The
Egyptian methods of baling, grading
and marketing their crop will ' be
closely studied. This
will remain in Egypt until the middle
of June, according to present plans.
They left Rome armed with letters of
introduction from the Bank of Rome
and other European financial institu-

i

o

if Mm

7:

1ETH0BS OF

LIFE CONFERENCE.

Indianapolis, Ind.. June 3. A stale
conference on agriculture and Minn.
try life assembled in Indianapolis today in response to an invitation from

Shake Off Your Rheumatism
Now is the time to get rid of your

rheumatism. Try a twenty-fivcent
bottle of Chamberlain's Liniment and
see how quickly your rheumatic nains
disappear. Sold by all dealers.
e

the

stomach and checks looseness of the
bowels. Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
LEAGUE PENNANT DAY.
Boston, Mass., June 3. To the accompaniment of a bind p'iaying "The
Star Spangled Banner," the American league championship pennant was

unfurled at Fenway park today before
thousands of ardent followern of the
champion Red Sox. A number of league officials and other men prominent in the baseball world attende-the ceremon.es. Later in the month
the world's chimpionship flag will be
unfurled at the same park.
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CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

rs

.

j

Panama-Californi-

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank" Springer.

-

a--

tc

D.

t.

T. Hoskins, Cashiw.
Ass't. Cash.

B. S. Lewis.

LAS VEGAS

New-Mexic-

Boetors Use TMs for Eczema

.Aw,.

T3t

a

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30.000 00

Office With the San Mirjuel National Bank

Wm. G. HAYUON
H. W. KELLY

President
Vice President

D. T. HOSKINS

Treasurer
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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BOXING. TO

FROM

THE BASEBALL
FIELD
FRANK CHANCE" ONCE
FIGHTER OF NOTE
SAN FRANCISCO.

WAS A
IN

Frank P. L. Chance may not land a
.front rank team In the much battered
Highlanders this season, but It's a
safe bet that his string will keep
climbing with his pugnacious spirit
to boost them along, says the Kansas City Star.
Way back in the '90s the Peerless
Leader thought his calling in this
world was to be under the jurisdiction of the old Marquis de Queens-bur- y
rather than a field under the
eye of Ban Johnson, and he didn't
make such a bad showing, either. He
succeeded in presenting his case so
strongly that nobody in Fresno had
any desire to stand up opposite him
in the squared circle.
Frank weighed about 180 pounds
then, was as active as a kitten and
possessed plenty of skill in handling
the mitts. In fact, he still feels uncomfortable unless he has at' least
one mitt on. But that's another
story. He used to add suits of clothes
and athletic goods, as well as an occasional purse to his collection, by
hall.
taking on all comers at Fresno
hall
to
Fresno
came
there
One day
a young man from the middle west
who tipped the scales at 220. pounds
and who was heralded as one of the
of
coming heavies. On the strength
he
town
to
he
brought
the records
was duly installed as. a constable.
Challenged the Constable.
The new constable had not become
.well accustomed to his star before
Frank's friends got busy with a challenge, which was promptly accepted.
A purse was hung up, an evening's
bout arranged, and tickets for the exhibition were at a premium at a dollar a throw.
The two went after it hammer and1
tongs for four rounds without either
one having much of an advantage. In
the fifth round the big fellow swung
a vicious haymaker that went wild
and Frank swung one that took the
constable on the point of the jaw. NoSomebody yelled for
body counted.
a doctor, and seconds and referee
worked over him for two hours before
they could bring him around, while
Frank sat over in his corner frighten-einto believing he had laid out his
man for keeps.
That's about the last time the P.
L. ever handled a pair of mitts. One's
enough for him now, and he doesn't
even use that on the ump.
A Tryout at Chinese Poker.
The game of straights and flushes,
jackpots and bobtails, Is one always
dear to a bail player's heart, and
Frank Chance was no exception.
Frank, however, was always blessed
with such an amount of luck that opponents were scarce. Now, It happened that Fresno, at this time, al

d

GIRLS WHO ARE
PALE, NERVOUS
May Find Help in Mrs.
Letter About
Her Daughter.

El-sto-

n's

Pink-ham-

imy daughter of
weakness. She was
troubled almost a
and
year withofitback-

complained
I
ache, so
thought she would
be an invalid. She
was entirely run
down, pale, nervous
.and "without appe-

that

much

I was

HARVARD'S
TO

very

discouraged

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound through friends and
now I praise it because it Las cured my
"-F. M. Elston, R. D.
daughter.
No. 3, Burlington, Iowa.

hut heard of

Mrs.

Case of Another Girl.

Scanlon, Minn. " I used to be bothered with nervous spells, and would cry
if anyone was cross to me. I got awful weak spells especially In the morning, and my appetite was poor. I also
had a tender place in my right side
which pained when I did any hard
work. I took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and my symptoms all
changed, and I am certainly feeling
fine. I recommend it to every suffering
woman or girL You may use this letter for the good of others. " Miss ELLA
Olson, 171 5th St., Virginia, Minn,

Youngr Girls, Heed This Advice.
Girls who are troubled with painful or
irregular periods, backache, headache,
dragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting
spells or indigestion, should immediately
seek restoration to health by taking Ly-dE. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
la

ALLEN'S

SONS
7
Traue-Mar-

THR
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FEDERAL

FOOTEASE

HONOR

The Antiseptic powder shnken Into
the shoes The Standard Remtor the teet for a quarter
edy
j century, ou.uwi....testimonials, soiti
auuiiuc rr.r..
every wi.v.v,
Address, Allen s- Olmsted. Le Rov, N Y.

NEEDED

GiLMAN

The first
lows:

stanza

of the hymn

Spring

Take Plenty of Time to Eat
There is a saying that "rapid eat-in- If you have
is slow suicide."
formed the habit of eating too rapidly you are most likely suffering from
indigestion or constipation, which
will result eventually in serious illness unless corrected.
Digestion begins in the mouth. Food should be
thoroughly masticated and insalivated. Then when you have a fullness
of the stomach or feel dull and stupid
after eating, take one of Chamberlain's Tablets. Many severe cases of
stomach trouble and constipation have composed of Joseph H. Choate of New
been cured by the use of these tabCharles W, Eliot of Cambridge,
lets. They are easy to take and most York.
George
agreeable in effect. Sold by all deal- Henry Lee Higginson,
and George Von L. Meyer
ers.
Orof Boston, Carlton Hunt of New
Louisof
Willson
E.
leans, Augustus
CANADIAN EDITORS MEET
ville,' Stewart Shlllito of Coneinnati,
Toronto. Out., June 3. The CanaH. M.
its Owen Wister of Philadelphia,Mitchell
dian Press association opened
and
Cleveland
of
Atkinson
fifty-fiftannual convention here toD. Follansbee of Chicago.
day. Newspaper editors and publishIt Is proposed to fit up a Gilman
ers from all parts of the Dominion
room in the tower of the
memorial
are in attendance. During the two
Charleston church. The memorial
days' sessions papers will be read will recall In appropriate form that in
and there will be discussions on all
that southern city lived and worked
phases of editorial and news writing,
the poet who wrote for the university
and the relations of newspapers to
which has
in the 'north the hymn
the public. Of special interest will
of
expression
come to be the supreme
be the report, of special investigation
ideals.
life
and
its
made by the association into the secDr. Gilman was Massachusetts bred
ond class postal situation. An extenIt was
and Massachusetts educated.
sive program of entertainment has
was seven yearn out
he
when
in
1819,
been arranged. At the conclusion of
of college, that the Rev. Anthony Fosthe convention tomorrow night many
ter was compelled by increasing asre
of the members will start on an exto resign his pulpit in Charleston, and
cursion to the mining camps of CoMr. Gilman, then a young professor
balt, South Porcupine and Ti minims hi Harvard, was invited to be his
and to Algonquin Park.
But he did not go among
successor.
strangers. There were classmates
that
insects
of
aie
or
bites
and scores of old friends of underStings
followed by swellings, pain or itching graduate days to welcome him in the
should be treated promptly, as they southern city,
Boston and
and
SNOW
BALLARD'S
are poisonous.
close kin.
were
very
Charleston
It
LINIMENT counteracts the poison.
It was in 183C that Gilman composis both antiseptic and healing. Price
Sold ed "Fair Harvard." That was the
2."c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
anby Central Drug Co.
year of Harvard's two hundredth
Gilman
and
celebration,
niversary
commemoAMERICAN HORSES IN DERBY
produced the ode for that
has
It
passed into
London, June 3. The Epsom Der- rative occasion.
the place
of
tradition
unalterable
by, the most famous and highest priz- the
"classic" events as its choral ode. It is sung in the
ed of the
of the English turf, will be run to- graduating exercises of the classes,
morrow. On the eve of the great at the parting hour of banquets, in
derace, the question arises among turf hours of athletic triumphs and
of
moonlit
evenings
on.
devotees as to what foreign horses feats and
the
r
of
concert
an
open-aiafter
June
themselves.
will distinguish
colThe winning of the Derby for more glee club under the elms of the
of
"America"
the
is
as
It
than a century has been regarded
lege yard.
the greatest turf honor that an En- Harvard college, and no boy, whether
they he comes from north or south, east or
glishman could achieve, and
honor
the
for
vest, ever quite forgets the thrill
have been so zealous
that in few years has it escaped that passes down his spine the first
them. But with each succeeding year, time he sings this" hymn as one of the
It
particularly during the last decade. undergraduates of Harvard college.
American owners have become more seems to hold all the aspiration of
and
insistent in their efforts to win the generations of clean-livinmen. "Fair Harvard" is, in
famous event, and several times their
efforts have been crowned with suc- the deeper sense, a religious hymn.
Ii is consecrated by thousands of
cess.
The first American to win the Der- young men who fcave thrilled to its
And
by was the late Pierre Lorillard, In solemn faith. It is a holy thitig."
Gilto
Samuel
owes
this
Harvard
all
bred
American
1881,' with the only
horse that ever achieved the triumph. man.,
B. B.
Iroquois, by Leamington-Maggi- e
winners have
Since Iroquois, Derby
LADY'S
carried the colors of two Americans, THIS
William C. Whitney having sent to
the post the winner Volodyovski, an
G00D AFPETITE
English horse, leased for his racing
qualities from Lady Meux, in 1901,
while in 1907 Richard Crocker won Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From
the "blue riband of the turf" with Mobile, Tells How She Gained It
Orby, a horse bred and owned by
himself, on his Irish estate, by the
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
great English sire Ornie, whom the years, with womanly trouble," writes
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen in a letter from
American mare Rhoda B.
Harry Payne Whitney and John E. this city. "I felt weak and always had
Madden will represent the American a headache and was always going to
contingent of horse owners in the the doctor. At last I was operated on,
race tomorrow, but the latest betting and felt better, but soon I had the
same trouble.
odds posted today indicate the general
My husband asked me to try Cardui.
belief that the American entries are
I felt better after the first bottle, and
to
come
to the front.
not likely
now, I have a good appetite and sleep
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
me I am looking better than he ever
REVERES JEFFERSON DAVIS,
saw
me."
New Orleans, La., June 3 ThroughIt
,
you are sick .and miserable, and
an-south
the
out the
birthday
today,
suffer
from any of the pains due to
niversary of Jefferson Davis, only
trouble try Cardui.
womanly
states
president of the Confederate
Is successful because It is
Cardui
of America, was celebrated with apof ingredients that have been
composed
propriate exercises conducted by the found to act curatively on the womanDaughters of the Confederacy and ly constitution.
kindred organizations. The day is obFor more than fifty years, it has been
served as a legal holiday in Texas, used by women of all ages, with great
Mississippi, success. Try it Tour druggist sells it
Tennessee,
Alabama,
n
Florida, Georgia and South Carolina. N. B. Write to: LadlM' Advisory Dept.,
Medicine Co., Chtunooi. Tfnn.. for Special
In Louisiana It is observed as "Con"
Treaunea
Home
nd
beok.
Inttrwtums,
M Www,'' Milt In plain wrapper, oo raaueet
federate Memorial Day.'
h
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sons to thy jubilee
NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE
MEMORIAL TO AUTHOR OF THE Fair Harvard, thy
throng,
ER ARGUES JUST LIKE
OLD
IN
THE
UNIVERSITY ODE
And with blessings surrender thee
MEXICO BOOSTERS
CHURCH
CHARLESTON

New York, June 3. Harvard men
all over the world are uniting in a
movement to place in Charleston, S.
C, a memorial to Samuel Gilman, a
graduate of that college in 1812, who
wrote the university's great hymn,
"Fair Harvard." It is proposed to
place the memorial in the ancient
Unitarian Church of Charleston,
where Dr. Oilman ministered for 40
years, and where he was serving at
the time he wrote the ode.
A committee of distinguished graduates of the college has been appointmemorial
ed to direct the Oilman
movement, and all the Harvard grad
uates resident in Charleston have
enlisted in the enterprise. Frank It
Frost is treasurer of the Charleston
committee: the committee representis
ing the Harvard men of the nation
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's
Burlington, Iowa. "Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound has cured

tite.

though a town of no large dimensions, nevertheless possessed a Chinatown.
Here often, with a crony or
two, did Frank try his skill. But the
"waysi that are dark and tricks that
are vain" succeeded in taking nearly
every pot.
One evening Frank's companion
scented a little "fixing" in the air and
promptly smashed one of the Orientals in the eye. It was a long way
home, but Chance never made a better run. around the sacks than the
way he stepped it out in front of that
mob of howling Chinese.
As a football hero Chance made a
ingreat record, but he was on the
as
he
took
jured list most of the time,
little care of himself in the scrim
A baseball knockout is not,-mucmages.
worse than a gridiron quietus
anyhow, and Chance seems to lie
used to both.
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DEAL-

will restore your vitality- and
energy to the normal state of good
health, whether young or old, and put
your body in a stronpr, healthy,
condition, by improving the appetite and digestion and enabling the system to get full value
from food.
Made for medicinal
purposes only. Sold everywhere at
$1.00 a bottle.
diseas-

NEW

o'er
these festival riles from the age
counNew York, June 3. "This
that is past
try's highways' progress is as an esTo the age that it waiting before. sential potential factor in the wideOh, relic and type of our ancestors' spread general development of our
worth,
wonderful resources as is the mainThat has long kept their memory tenance of a big navy or the hundreds
warm.
of millions yearly expended on our
First flower of their wilderness, star rivers and harbors," said Treasurer
of their night.
Louis Mansbasch of the Times Square
Calm rising
though change and Automobile company
yesterday. "That
through storm.
the people generally are convinced of
The church in which Gilman preach-- : the supreme
importance of good roads
ed was erected before the revolution.
everywhere, with a transcontinental
The British used the church as
post road from the Pacifio to the Atstable during their occupation of lantic, is evidenced by the almost unCharleston. On what is now the animous vote given in many states
cemetery they built barracks and toward appropriating many millions
tossed their empty bottles ("dead sol- of dollars for the
improvement of
diers") into the lnne on the south, state roads. New York alone voted
from which it Is called "Bottle Al- to
expend $50,000,000 for this purpose,
ley'' to this day. It was during Dr. which shows that the people are eager
Oilman's ministry that the church was for and absolutely want good roads.
refashioned in its present Gothic style, Congress would be
nationally coma copy of the Henry VII. Chapel of mended if
it should vote to extend
Westminster Abbey. During the civil federal aid in the construction of post
war the church was not seriously roads. The United States should not
damaged by bombardment, and it es- complacently take a back seat to Eucaped serious injury in the memorable ropean countries
in the matter of
eariliuiiake of IS86. A tropical storm good roads. The
military roads of
several win- Europe reflect
last August destroyed
high credit on the vadows and tore the roof. These dam- rious countries and the
average Am
ages are being repaired, and the erican' abroad is
always forced to 'doff
to his
church will be wholly restored
chapeau' to the magnificent
what it was during Dr. Gilman's time. stretches of thousands upon thou
sands upon thousand of miles of ex
cellent roads evident everywhere.
No person need hesitate to take Fo"That is what it should be in this
ley Kidney Pills on the ground that country
and the sooner congress
they know not what is in them. Foley
& Co. guarantee them to be a pure wa!:es up to the fact, gets a 'move on'
curative medicine, specially prepared and takes definite steps toward passfor kidney and bladder ailments and ing effective legislation providing for
Irregularities. They do not contain the much needed betterment and
habit forming drugs. Try them. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Coss Drug Store. maintenance of our national highBy

e-resisting

The Duffy Walt Whinny Co , BocliMter, N.Y.

EBEN K. LONG OF OMAHA HAS
BEEN ELECTED 179 TIMES
AND DEFEATED ONCE.

Omaha, June 3 The champion office holder of the country has reslgu-e- d
because of old age and deafnes3.
Eben K.' Long of Omaha has been
elected to office 179 times.
"And I never yet asked any man
to vole for me," he says.
Mr. Long has been a candidate ISO
times, and only once was he defeated,
and that was so long ago that he has
almost forgotten it. Many of his offices have been in fraternal lodges;
others have been city and county
offices. Fifty-uv- e
years ago he was
elected to his first pontical office
and not a year has passed since then
that he has not drawn a salary from
the public. But long before that he
was elected to office in fraternal bod

ways, the better it will be for trade
conditions in general. I believe that
President Wilson got the crux of agitation when he described good roads
progress as 'threading the energies of
a nation together,' and then commented upon the 'fundamental Importance that the United States should
think in big things, should think ultimately as a whole.'
"With millions of others, I believe
that the good roads question is the
biggest question, without exception,
now confronting the American people. Good roads should, beyond a ies.
question of a doubt, have federal aid
Judge Long, now 87 years old, has
in building and be absolutely under
been a justice of the peace in Omafederal control. Federal aid, if it ha for the last 21 years, during which,
comes at all and it must come
time 10,240 cases came before him
must mean a better type of roads, for trial. Scarcely an lection has
long roads, of higher class, roads been held in Omaha for half a cenof more permanent character, roads tury that the name Eben K. Long has
that go somewhere, roads that mean not appeared on the republican ticsomething in the development of the ket. Iu "off" years, when his name
country.
was not on a political ballot he man"We do not have to improve the
aged to get himself enrolled as a
miles of highways in this coun- candidate in some order to which he
try that need not stagger any man's belongs.
imagination. Experience has shown
Eben K. Long was born in
that 90 per cent of all traffic on roads
Mass., in 1826. He says he
goes over less than 10 per cent of the expects to live to the century mark.
roads. If we have a system of good "I'm only 87 years old," he says, "but
roads leading fairly into every section somehow I can't hear like I once
of the country, within the reasonable could. For that reason I resigned as
reach of the majority of the citizens, justice of the peace."
In 1855 Long came to Cincinnati
producers and taxpayers, that system
would be a vast advantage over the and from there to Omaha, where he
present system of isolated local con- has resided ever since. But long betrol of highways.
fore he left Massachusetts he held of"If this federal system can be fice In the Masonic fraternity. In
Massachusetts he rode on the first
brought about by a spirit of
not necessar- train that ever ran over a completed
and
ily with any stubborness or pride of railroad in this country. That was
opinion but if our legislators could the old' Boston and Lowell.
In Cincinnati he held office in varFINEST QUALITY
get together on the idea that it is
LARCEST VARIETY
better to have good roads than it Is to ious lodges and fraternal societies,
have no good roads, then get behind but it was not until ne came to Omasome tangible proposition and accom ha early in the sixties that he was
plish something for good roads, for it elected to public office. Omaha was
is going to take that spirit of
'
only a collection of mud huts and Inf
to bring about dian tepees when Judge Long- was
atlon and
f or
this
legislation, and elected ctly auditor. When he came
he was defeated by
the sooner it is done the better pleas up for
V
'
i
'
Charles Goodrich, the only defeat he
ed will be the American people."
' '
I
''I'lEV
r
ever suffered.
Afterward ha was
vi,t
! '1
1 "
t
elected to the school board on which
he served 17 years, two terms as
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
"GILT EDGE" the only Indies' alloc dreading that
chairman of the board. In 1891 he
Diarrhoea Remedy
positively contains OH. Blacks and Polishes ladles'
and children's boots and shoes, shines without robEvery family without exception was elected a justice of-tpeace,
bing, 25c 'TRENCH GIOSS," luc.
should keep this preparation at hand which office he held until be re-- ,
"DANDY" combination for cleaning and polishing
all kinds of russet or tan shoes, 25c. "STAR" size, 10c. during the hot weather of the sum'
"QUICK WHITE" (in liquid form with fpotiEre) quickmer months. Chamberlain's Colic, signed.
ly cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, 10c. & Wc.
is
Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy
nd "h"cns BCK. NDBUCK.
c.rAlB0" Jc,e8n
SUEDE and CANVAS SHOES.
Can't Keep it Secret
In round white cakes worth many times its cost when needpacked in zinc boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handed and is almost certain to be needed
The splendid work, of Chamberlain's
some, large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25c.
If your dealer does not keep the kind yon want, send us before the summer is over. It has no Tablets is daily becoming more widetue price In stamps for full sire package, charges paid.
superior for the purposes for which it ly known. No such grand remedy for
WWTTEWIORE
BROS. & CO.,
is intended. Buy it now. For sale by stomach and liver troubles has ever
Albany Street, Cambridge, Mall.
The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
all dealers.
been known.
Kew-burypo-

e

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

.

May Irwin will use
Proxy" next season.

"A Widow by

Margaret Ang'lin'sjiext season will
be in Shakespearean roles.
Godfrey Matthews is playing with a
stock company at Youngstown, Ohio.
George M. Cohan will continue next
season with "Broadway Jones "

Eddie Foy will appear in vaudeville next season wltn his seven children.
Marguerite Clark is to star in a
stock company in St. Louis this summer.
Arnold Daly is going to play a special stock engagement in Cleveland,
Ohio.
"A Texas Steer" may De given as a
tabloid production with music next
season.
Among the plays which Arthur
Hopkins will produce next season Is

I

e

long-soug-

'

I

he

20-2- 6

Shoe Polishes in the World.

St

"The Deluge."
Julia Dean, it is reported, has obtained a divorce from her husband;
Orme Caldara.
Leo Dietrichstem has written a
play entitled "Such is Life," in which
he may star. '
Louis Mann will appear In vaudeville in a condensed version of "Elevating a Husband."
Elliott Dexter, who played the role
of the lawyer In "The Master Mind,"
is to produce a new p'iay.
Helene Sandow, the young daughter of the famous athlete, Is appearing in London in light opera.
Vera Melish, the daughter of Fuller
has joined the Bonstelle
Melish,
Stock company with her father.
An ordinance of the Chicafo city

council provides a fine for suggestive
songs and costumes in that city.
David Belasco will have a number
of new plays and several new' stars
to exploit in the season of 1913-14- .'
W. A. Brady and George W. Leder-e- r
will produce a play next August,
in Chicago, in which Thomas W. Ross
will

star.

Brandon Tynan, who has been playing Joseph in "Joseph and His Brethren," is to fill a starring engagement
in Salt Lake City.
Julian Eltinge, who has closed his
most successful season, will travel
during the summer and prepare for
his new romantic play next season.
Madge, Tyrone will have the leading feminine role next season with
Fiske O'Hara, in a new Irish play, in
which the singing comedian will appear.
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree
to be arranging with David
for the appearance in London
id Warfield in a repertoire
chief successes.

is said
Belasco
of Davof his

0
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Sill

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and useulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be

trusted because his very business existence is at stak e

He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

FOuh
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ESTABLISHED

NEW MEXICO
(By John P. Coady)
I love you New Mexico,
You're the greatest state of all.
I love you in the winter,
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JUBILEE AT MONTICELLO.
Godfrey,

111.,

El Perco
There's a new way
There's a better way than the
old way to make coffee. Its

june 3Monticello

seminary, one of the oldest institutions
in the middle west for the education
of women, celebrated its seventy-fiftanniversary
today. President
Woolley of Mount Hoiyoke college
delivered the anniversary' address.
Another feature of the program was
a pageant illustrating the seminary's
history and achievements!

h

BRYAN GIVES LUNCHEON
3. Secretary
Washington, June
Bryan gave a luncheon today in honor
jof Pedro Rafael Quadra, Nicaraguan
minister; Secretaries Garrison and
Daniels, members of the senate foreign relations committee and state
department officials.

STEFANSSON
HONOR CONFEDERATE DEAD.
Rockville, Md., June 3. A monument in honor of the Confederate
dead of Montgomery county was unveiled here today
with impressive
ceremonies.
Addresses were delivered by Representative J. Thomas Hef-liof Alabama and Representative J.
Frank Clark of Florida.

n

by EL
Electric

Remit by draft, check or money or.
If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.

PERCO-- the

Ik

BilE

SAYS GOODBYE

Sask., June 3. Vilhjal
mar Stefansson, the explorer who
starts from Esquimault June 10, on
a five years' expedition to the Arctic
regions, arrived here today on a farewell visit to his mother and brother,
who live In this place.
Wynyarjd,

neatly dressed actor called on
our dramatic critic one morning reCOMMENCEMENT AT M. U.
cently.
"What do you wish?" asked the
Oxford, Miss., June 3 The customary program of exercises was fol- editor politely.
"I have called to request that you
lowed today at the commencement exercises at the University of Missis- insert a line in your paper to the efPresident W. W. Finley of fect that II have just refused a salary
sippi.
the Southern railway delivered the of $1,000 a week from the opposition."
"I'll make a note of it. Lovely day.
address to the graduates.
Was there anything else you wanted."
MANITOBA BAPTISTS MEET.
"Only one other thing will you
Portage la Prairie, Man., June 3.
me a quarter?"
lend
Portage la Prairie is entertaining for
three days, betrinnlnir to.lav. th an
"I thought I told you to quit using
nual Baptist convention for Manitsaid the doctor
tobacco,"
well
oba. Many
known leaders of
"I have quit it," replied the young
the denomination, both lay and cleri'
.
man.
cal, are in attendance.
FALLS IN LOVE WITH
"Then what is that in your mouth?"
asked the doctor.
KING GEORGE'S BIRTHDAY.
HIS STEPDAUGHTER London, June 3. King George to- "A cigarette," replied the young
birth- man.
day celebrated his
day anniversary at Buckingham PalKANSAS FARMER
MAKES WIFE
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
In
ace, surrounded by his family.
PRETEND TO BE HIS MOTHER-IN-LANew Pork. June 3. Following yeshonor of the occasion the Union Jack
was hoisted over all the government terday's severe slump,
the market
offices, and at noon a royal salute presented a most cheerful front today.
Los
Juiw 3. Edward was fired in St. James'
Angeles,
park. The Commission houses reported a better
Nicholson, a Kansas farmer accused
ships of the royal navy were dressed, investment demand although buying
of having eiope;i with his stepdaugh
and, with the forts at naval stations of this description was not heavy.
ter and of kblnaij'nj .vo of his chil and
Cables from abroad indicated better
army garrisons, fired sa'iutes.
dren, waj bo;i,'it Li.' thy i Jlice t jJaj
conditions in Berlin, and there was a
at the request of his wife, .Mrs. Ruel-lsharp recovery of Canadian Pacific in
HARMONY IN KANSAS
NicUolsoi..
3. A statewide London before the opening here.
June
Kan.,
Topeka,
Mrs. Nicholson said her daughter
London bought extensively of Canharmony convention called by State
y her former husband fell in love
adian
Pacific and also took some
a
A.
Senator James
proTroutman,
with Nicholson, her second husband.
fessed progressive, brought members Union Pacific. The action of the marhe said they forced her to pretend
from both factions of the republican ket encouraged hope among bull trado ue Nicholson s motner-in-iaw- .
party to Topeka today for a confer- ers that the urgent liquidation under
ence that has as its object the ironing which prices have been breaking badFormerly Lived in Trinidad
away of dif.erences between the two ly had ceased. Purchases, however,
Trinidad, Colo., June 3. The deten factions.
Seventy of the 103 counties were made cautiously In vew of the
tion of Edward Nicholson, a black
in the state sent delegates.
severity of recent bear attacks. While
smith, in Los Angeles at the request
Canadian Pacific sold nearly five
of Mrs. Ruella Nicholson, who claims
RATE INCREASE SUSPENDED.
points above yesterday's lowest, the
to be his wife and who charges him
Washington, June 3. A proposed rally in the other standard stocks did
with having maried her daughter by
increase by the southwestern lines of not average more than a point. Bonds
her first husband, marKs the end of about six cents a hundred
pounds in were easy.
a chase that has etxended from
Hill stocks lacked support, jiorth-erthe freight rates on potatoes and othKansas, to the Pacific coast.
Pacific falling to the year's lower vegetables from points in LouisiAt La Junta, Trinidad, Pueblo and
ana, Texas and Arkansas to Denver, est. Elsewhere there were indicaGrand Junction, Colorado, Mrs. NichColo., common points was suspended tions of mild pressure, but the list in
olson recently sought information contoday by the interstate commerce general acted well.
cerning Nicholson, and told the police commission until September 20.
The general markets showed no less
her story, but in no instance did she
resistance to bear pressure as the
session lengthened and by
A BISHOP IS HURT
most stocks were ruling at
3.
Omaha,
Neb., June
Bishop
George A. Beecher, of the Kearney, about the lowest. Northern Pacific's
created an unfavorNeb., diocese of the Episcopal church, break to 110
was badly cut in the face here today able impression and encouraged short
when the wind shield of an automo- selling at other points.
9
The market closed weak.
Failure
was
bile in which he was riding
This
stocks to resist
smashed by a rope stretched across of dividend-payinthe street by men felling a large the intermittent pressure of the bear
Silver
faction caused renewed liquidation in
shade tree.
which a considerable portion of the
-- if
use
list went down to yesterday's new
STOLE RICH GEMS
New York, June 3. Isaac Theise, low figures or below. An added facEMPRESS Maiden Lane diamond
dealer, report- tor in the market's depression was
that the government's weekly wheat reto
afternooi
ed
this
the
polk1
FLOUR
gems worth between ?10,000 and $50.- - port pointing out the danger to crops
OftO
had been stolen from his place in the continued lack of rain in cer'
It 's giving you
o
while he was absent dur tain sections. New York City 21s
business
t
fell
below
par.
a present for do- ing the lunch hour. The thief made again
The last sales were:
leaving no clue
7 ing something a clean
Amalgamated Copper
behind.
103
you 'd do any
Sugar

Hotpoio
Its really

Percolator.

surprising to see EL PERCO!

DELICIOUS

BEVERAGE

BY PERCOLATION

hardly has the plug been affixed than a surge of bubbling water
begins to drip through the coffee.
In a few minutes when the beverage has reached desired
strength; pull out the plug and you may taste of the finest, most
delicious, clear coffee with' tempting flavor that can be secured
no other way. And all this may be done right in the breakfast
room or upon the dining-tabl-e
while eating.

A

No fear of boiling or spoiling your coffee it's impossible
with an EL PERCO. Heavily nickel plated and polished.
Heating element guaranteed five years.
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DISCONTINUED AT
OF TIME
PAID FOR

PAPERS

ALL

JUNE 3, 1913.

ion this morning that the selection claim that Nicholson was her husAN ALASKAN RAILWAY.
of the jury will be completed by the band. She appeared anxious only to
3.
Senators
June
Washington,
close of today's session.
secure custody of her grandchildren. Jones and Chamberlain of the terriNicholson and the woman who caused tories committee have
agreed to subhis arrest formerly lived here and al- mit to the entire committee-FridaI
so at Albuquerque.
a bill to authorize an issue of $
LABOR WORLD NOTES
in bonds
of a
the
I

k

Jl-0-

EGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUE3DAY,

'
your lakes and rivers,
climate
superfine.
And your
I love your gentle breezes
During January arid February vt
And I love your bright sunshine, last year the American federation of
Labor issued 24 charters, chartering
I love your fertile valleys
one department, eight central bodies,
Stretching out for mile and mile 21 local trade unions and four fedWith a soil that's more produc eral labor unions. For the same two
months this year a total of 50 chartiye
ters was Issued, including nine cenThan the" valley of the Nile.
tral bodies, 32 local trade unions, and
nine federal labor unions.
I love your evening sunset
And your sunrise I adore,
Amalgamation of aU men working
in the metal trades into one large inI love your grand old canyons
ternational organization under the
With their gold and silver ore.
banner of the American Federation
of Lanor for the purpose of maintainI love you, land of beauty,
ing ihe spirit of sympathetic strikes
May we never come to part.
I love you New Mexico,
among laboring men, is the basis of
Yoi have surely won my heart. a movement indorsed at the semi-a- n
nual meeting of the metal workers'
unions and metal trades councils of
THE ABSTEMIOUS HUNTER.
Dedicated
Jingie.
African
Michigan and Ohio, recently held at
Jungle
(An
in the Cause of Temperance, to T. R.) Columbus, Ohio.
There is more teaming done in Chi
up the Nile,
I chased the dik-dicago than in any other city of the
I snared the oryx frisky;
world. The number or vehicles regis.
Yet no one saw me take a smile
tered with the authorities was 80,000
Of ryo or Bourbon whiskey.
in 1912, an increase of 11 per cent
over the preceding year. Of these
A fierce geranuk charged on me
more than 50,000
are horse-drawI slew hiin with my rifle.
wagons and trucks used for hauling
That day I drank a cup of tea,
merchandise and other commodities.
Or some such harmless trifle.
Teaming in Chicago represents an an- e &c.r AAA nnrt
w An
..(.. rto
uuai v.
Uu.mcM
When stalking whiffenpoofs and gnus, ni.ni
investment in excess oi so.uuu.utw
Or wading after strinket,
The automobile trucks number 2,790.
For medical use we carried booze,
But never thought to drink It.
I love

EDITOR

M. PADGETT

M.

Summer, springand in the fall.

V

THE EXPIRATION

The time I bagged the big gazoo,
And wounded a gorilla,
ATE a bun or two,
I
only
Advertisers ere guaranteed the
And
sipped some sarsaparilla.
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper la northern New
If I drank hard'stuff, as they claim
Mexico.
Although I have denounced It
?
Could' I have killed the
TELEPHONES
Main J
BUSINESS OFFICE
Or even have pronounced it?
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT.
Impallo, rhino, hippo, gink,
and pendragou
TUESDAY, JUNE 3, 1913.
rtrivA
other men to
whafs-its-name-

Klip-spring-

IHCoc

forty-eight-

drink;
JEFF DAVIS' BIRTHDAY.
For me, the water-wagoNiuety-fou- r
Henrv Tyrrell in New York World.
years ago today in
Christian county, Kentucky, was born
the famous statesman and soldier,
GAVIN TRIES
Jefferson Davis. It has been the
opinion of soma Americans that Jefferson Davis was a man of unscrupu
AN OFFICE
TO-BOLlous methods, but this i3 far from
the truth. He was an able states- to the United rrrtOMCB IAS VEGAS MAN
man, being elected
IS
States senate in IS 17, and in 1830
POLIDENVER'S
DRAWN INTO
to the senate. In 1851
was
TICAL CONTROVERSY.
he resigned in order to make a contest for the governorship against the
busi
Denver, June 3. Municipal
unionist candidate. Davis made a
)
ivni-owith lis IWO oeia wl
vigorous campaign, but was defeated administrative officers, came to a
by a small majority. In 1853 he bethis morning. The old ad
came secretary of war under Presi- standstill
officers continue to ae-nministration
dent Pierce and in that position made
the legality of the new commisan efficient official, Improving the
elected May 20. and Deputy
service in many ways. In 1857, ae sioners,
Charles today refused to
Treasurer
was
to the senate. He was
issued- by Auditor
the acknowledge! leader of the south- cash city warrants
auditor under
the most deter Markey, who, though
erns, becoming
was
m
ministration,
I
J
mined, though not the most radical,
ed.
man
in the stormy days
state's rights
disBanks in the city refuse to
just before the great civil war.
contro
until the
On February 9, 1SG1, Mr. Darts count city warrants
to
was elected president of the provis- versy has been definitely brought
this
met
commissioners
The
ional government of the Confeder- an end.
10 o'clock, but adjourned
acy by the congress assembled at morning at
until
Tuesday.
was
choice
Ala.
This
Montgomery,
In addition to two mayors Denver
popular in the south and was made
modof
because
the consistency and
today is confronted with two police
eration of Davis in comparison with judges, both relics of the administrathe other secession leaders. Jeffer- tion which is fighting to retain con-,
son was an able soldier and fought trol of the city. Benjamin F. Staple-tonwho was police magistrate under
by principal of thought rather tho.n
In.
Mayor Arnold, has been appointed
merely for the state he resided
Had he been opposed to slavery there justice of the peace, but has not
Is but little doubt that ne wou'id have qualified for the office as yet. Mayor
reversed his efforts and, been a big Arnold recently appointed Cornelius
factor of strength for the union army. Gavin to the office of police magis
In 1S79 Davis, after the war was trate, and his bond has not been acended, retired to Beauvotr, Miss., re- cepted by the new commissioners
Atchison
Gav-,iMAYOR'S WIFE A JUROR.
974
way when you 9
sisting all efforts to induce him to Stapleton .held office today, and
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Mrs.
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Cora
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Seattle,.
and
time
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Judge
learn how Much f
devoting
politics
fatqri jljiftrlct
Southern Pacific .........
R. CotteriJ'i, wife of the mayor of
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to writing and study. He retained the and qualified for the position.
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accepted service asa juror Union Pacific
confidence of most., of he southern i P.oth held court this morning. Judge
FLOUR 'reallj, is. 3 itt thf superior court for June," though United States., Steel
,. 5J,
people and his conduct during his re- Stapleton presided in the regular po
.105
she would have been excused if( she United States Steel, pfd..'.
tirement was dignified and consis- lice ' court wnile JaSe Gavin held
Made by GERhad asked exemption. Mrs. Cotterill
tent He died of a congestive chill on court In an outer office of the mayor's
MAN PROCESS
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
said today she did not wish to evade
December 6, 1889, and was burled chamber. Judge Gavin heard two
June 3. Expected showof
Chicago,
any
duty
with Imposing ceremonies at New Or- - i cases and discharged both defendcitizenship.
ONE COUPON FROM
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Kansas
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LIGHT

to 38, touched 39 and lat'
!
er sagged to 38.
Plentiful arrivals of hogs caused a
se't back in provisions. First sales
were 5 to 10 cents lower with September $19. So for pork; $1110 for
to $11.40 for ribs.
lard and $11.37
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 91; September 90;
i
December 92.
Corn, July 58; September 59;
December 57.
Oats, July 39; September 38;
December 39.
Pork, $20.07; September $19.72.
Lard, July $10.92;
September
October $10.90.
Ribs,
Septembe
July $11.60:
38&

1

&

CO.

Prime fed steers $8.258.65;
dy.
dressed beef steers $7.4008.25; cows
$4.75fir7; western steers $6.758.15;
southern steers' $5.50(07.05; heifers
$(.258.40; stockers and feeders
$G.508.05; bulls $5.75fi7.25; calves

$710.25.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market steady. Lambs $78.35; yearlings $5.50
ewes
6.75; wethers $I.505.75;

$45'5.35; stockers and feeders

$4.50

5.

NOTICE.

The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
c'mb has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group of Kroenig's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
$11.27,
person will be allowed to hunt or
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
fish upon this property except memKansas City, June 3. Hogs, re- bers of tho club, and all persons goceipts 21,000 Market 5 cents lower. ing there must he prepared to show
Bulk $8.508.65; heavy $8.458.55; a membership card in this organizapackers and butchers $S.508.65; tion. Otherwise they will be arrested for trespassing.
lights $S.55S.67; pigs $7.50
8.

THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.

n

Cattle, receipts

9,000.

Market stea
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One of the advantages of dealing with Bacharach's is that

practically everything

tad be bought 'here. ;yhen,

you have

bought silk stockings here and want some pairs of inexpensive
hose for hard service, it is never necessary to go elsewhere for
After you have bought your boy a fine suit or pair of
shoes you can find here also the best play blouses for 49c that
them.

price will buy anywhere.

It is

so all over the store.

Every

grade of merchandise that is worth having will be found at
Bacharach's.

Many people have not realized this fact, and it

is worth realizing.

"The

Store of Quality"

X,,-"-

,

ALL GROCERS

C.LASVCGAS.

N.Mf

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

li D. Raynolds returned this afternoon from Chicago where he has been
on a short business, trip.
R. R. Larkin returned this afternoon from El Paso where he has been
Piano for rent. 18 Crockett build- on a short business visit.
Mrs. A. A. Jones reti med this afing.
ternoon
from Chicago where she has
came
C. S. Ershine of Albuquerque
in last night for a few days' business been for the past several months.
Miss Blanche Coleman of Denver
visit in Las Vegas.
of Albuquerque came in this afternoon irom her home
R. A. Campfield
Y. M. C A. PLANS TO BRING ITS
was a business visitor in Las Vegas for a few days' visit In Las Vegas.
MEMBERSHIP UP TO
Mrs.
She will be the guest of Mr. and
today from the Duke City.
POINT.
E.
this
in
while
Russell
R.
city.
Louis Rosenbaum came in last
the
of
L.
F.
Myers
a
Superintendent
evening from Albuquerque for short
At a most successful dinner served
New Mexico division oi. the Santa
business visit in Las Vegas.
last
night in the association gymnasbusiness
in
his
left
this
afternoon
J. E. Hestand, a state Inspector of Fe,
the Y. M. C. A. inaugurated a
ium,
408 for Albuquerque, where
whisky; came in last night for a car No.
three-daymembership campaign,
several
for
business
on
will
be
he
short business visit In Las Vegas.
'
which began this morning and will
Cays.
r
P. C. Shel'ihart, representative for
teams
C. D. Gather and brother drove In conclude Thursday night. Four
the Swift Packing company, was a
These
included in the contest.
are
enroute
auto
Ford
a
in
last
night
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
the
the
business
men,
Wins-loware
,
the
seniors,
A. E. Northwood, a well known from their home in Trinidad to
Each
men
and
the
boyB.
railroad
embe
will
Ariz., where they
physician of Wagon Mound, came in
team has a good captain, and" it is
last evening or a few days' business ployed for some time Installing
that the campaign will be
expected
plumbing apparatus.
visit In Las Vegas.
and highly successful.
arrived
spirited
McDonald
C.
W.
Governor
J. L. Zimmerman left yesterday
the
Secretary LeNoir explained
for Albuquerque after having been a in Las Vegas last night for a visit
is known
which
of
the
contest,
rules
statchief
executive
The
business visitor in Las Vegas for the in the city.
A
ed this morning that Las Vegas is his as "Crossing the Panama Canal."
past week.
been
canal
has
famous
of
the
Mrs. C. P. Dunn of Taos came in favorite, city, one jeascn being that diagram
drawn and. upon it are ships named
last evening for a few weeks' visit he was married here
Miss Ruth E. Lenhard, manager of for the four teams contesting in the
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. G.
El Porvenir resort, came in from race. The first ship to traverse the
Schaefer, of this city.
canal wins the prize, the nature of
busiMiss Emile Baca returned today that place' today for a few days'
has not been announced. Each
which
from El Porvenir where she has been ness visit in the city. Miss Lenhard
or renewal of memberresort
membership
crowd
the
the
at
states
that
for the past week as the guest of
counts for a certain
secured
this year will be larger than has ship
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Tilton.
distance across the
the
of
percentage
several
for
years.
R. P. Ervien, state commissionei of been knon
case of the business
in
the
canal,
E.
Marcotte
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Sunday
in
came
public lands of New Mexico,
of
men this percentage is
last night from Santa Fe for a short enjoyed a visit from their son, Walhandithis
a
being
mile,
department
in
the
is
who
ter Marcotte,
employed
business visit in Las Vegas.
at Albuquerque. capped. The boys' department gains
shops
A. W. Wiest of Wagon. Mound drove Santa Fe
five miles for each membership sein last night in his automobile, and Young Marcotte stopped here on his
cured. The other departments have
will be a business visitor in Las Ve- way home from La Junta, where he
still
different percentages.
railhad beenj with
gas for the coming few days.
The
standing of the ships will be
was
Charles Springer, president of the road baseball team. The visit
announced at noon each day, accordoccasion
came
as
more
the
the
Cimarron Valley Land company,
enjoyable
to the scheme. The Y. M. C. A.
in last night from Cimarron for a was the birthday of Mr. Marcotte," Sr. ing
has
done such excellent work during
short business visit in Las Vegas.
the past year that there is every reaM. O. Davis, an official of the Sanson to believe the campaign this year
ta Fe Railway company, came In from COLtS FINDS MISSING
will be the most successful in the hislast
Junta
his headquarters at La
tory of the association.
night for a short business vi3it in
PIECE OF JEWELRY
In announcing the campaign SecreLas Vegas.
tary LeNoir and President George
Mrs. E. P. Grey and daughter, Miss
H. Kinkel stated the condition of the
Iola Grey, of Ottawa, Kan., arrived INFORMED
OF LOSS HE SPOTS
association. At the time the organitheir
from
in Las Vegas last night
NECKLACE UPON WOMAN HE
zation has started it was handicapped
home for a short visit, with relatives
MEETS ON THE STREET
by a mortgage of $8,000 and a floatin this city.
ing indebtedness of $2,00". Each year
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Schmidt
Chief of Police Ben Coles yesterday since the association
began its work
of Oklahoma City, Okla., came in last
while strolling down the is has succeeded, with the aid of the
afternoon,
night and will remain in Las Vegas street, cast his eye on a pretty neckin paying all of its Inindefinitely. They are looking for a lace that was adorning the neck of community,
the exception of the
with
debtedness
location here.
colored.
Upon floating debt. This latter, however,
Mrs. Milton Burns,
Miss Margaret Condon left yestertaking a second glance the chief dis- has been reduced in the past two years
day for her home at Des Moines, la., covered that the necklace, which is
Secretary LeNoir ex$1,000.
jtjo
after having been a visitor in the a
valuable
one, belonged to Mrs. O. plained that he believed the associacity with friends and relatives for the
F. Arthur, until recently Miss Mamie tion would be able to clean up the
past few months.
Coles at once inquired of floating indebtedness by the use of
W. J. Stehle, representative for the Sparks.
as to her claim on the ar- the new equipment that has been inMrs.
Burns
Morris Packing company, came in
she obtaintd it. Mrs. stalled, although there are a number
from his headquarters at Albuquer- ticle and how
at first, but fin- of repairs and Improvements which
insulted
was
Burns
que last night for his weekly business
the necklace must be made. Mr. LeNoir declared
convinced
that
was
ally
visit in Las Vegas.
She then ex- he believed the pool tables and box-baBen Williams, chief special officer was not her property.
alley soon will be paying for the
for the Santa Fe Railway company In plained that a certain Bobby Burns,
had
is
distant
who
a
and heat used in the building.
given
relative,
light
came
in last night from
New Mexico,
During the seven months that Mr.
his headquarters in Albuquerque for her the necklace. Mrs. Burns said she
a short business visit in Las Vegas. was not inclined to. refuse the present LeNoir has been in charge, accordMrs. A. Andras and daughters of and took it thinking Bobby had pur- ing to his report last night, there has
been an attendance at the building
Pawhuska, Okla., came in 'iast night chased it,
ownof 20,000. In social work 10,000 peoto
the
as
informed
VeUpon
in
being
Las
for a three months' stay
will- ple have
been entertained. Four
was
Mrs.
Burns
article
er
the
of
summer
will
attend
the
They
gas.
men
and boys have taken
thousand
not
state
did
but
she
to
return
it,
school of the New Mexico Normal ing
Mr. part in the gymnasium work and
distant
to
her
as
relative,
what
University.
baths have been taken under the
Mrs Grace Reyburg and Miss Flor- Bobby Burns, would receive when she
showers.
The membership of the
Mrs.
on
that
hands
laid
their
gentleman.
left
for
ence

CHICKEN

PERSONALS

DINNER

"

BEGINS BIG
CAMPAIGN

RECORD-BREAKIN-

one-fourt- h

ll

-

last night
Baker
respective homes In the east Mrs.
Reyburg wi'il go to Chicago and Miss
Baker to St, Louis. They have been
visitors in Las Vegas for the past
several months and' probably will re
turn to Las Vegas next fall.

Sparks lost the necklace some time
It is
ago, and notified the police.
the
found
Burns
that
Bobby
supposed
in
necklace:
Coles demonstrated,
spotting the 'jewelry, that he is "some
I sleuth."

Sensible Eating
In

mer

is the main thing necessary to protect one from the ills
' '
i
of hot weather.
;
.1

rape-Nut-

s
FOOD

made of whole wheat and malted barley, is partially
predigested and is recommended by many physicians.
It has proven especially valuable at this' time of the
year easy to digest and richly nourishing.

at the factory
and comes in tight, moisture-proo- f
packages which
keep it clean and crisp ready to eat with cream and
Grape-Nut- s

food is perfectly baked

sugar,

There's a Reason" for GrapcNuts..

railway men has been increased from
to
of the total.
The Santa Fe club has been organized" and various improvements Installed. Men hate been assisted in
finding employment and the association has
with the city in
the boosting movement by taking
charge of the camp to be established
in the Gallinas canyon. Iti many other ways the association has been of
great value to the community.
Mr. LeNoir illustrated his address
by J means of banners borne by his
bojp' class, the organization which
has made the association famous and
which has enlisted the interest of
hundreds of parents, uncles and aunts
of the youthful members. The association, has done a splendid work for
the boys and is making real 'little
meii'of them.
The dinner, which was served at 7
o'clock, was prepared and served by
the ladies of the First Methodist
men were preschurch. Sixty-fiv- e
ent, and they enjoyed a wonderfully
good repast. Stirring speeches were
made in behalf of the membership
campaign by numerous friends of the
association, including I. W. Lively,
J. H. Stearns,
S. B. Rohrer,
Ben
strickfaden, Jr., Don C. Stratton and
others.
Those present were M. M. Sundt,
D. E. Batchelor, Jefferson Rayno'ids,
George H. Kinkel, Rufus Mead, Dr.
Frank H. H. Roberts, Dr. E. B. Shaw,
Ivo W. Lively, E. S. Showalter, J. N.
Kinney, A. F. Blackburn, J. II. Brown,
Ilesper B. Wilhite, Chub Swallow,
Homer Reed, William F. Orane,
Charles E. Daugherty, Dan R. Burks,
F. R. Linberg, Frank Condon, Carl
Ellis, Frank Culberson, Frank H. H.
Roberta, Jr., Ludwig William Ilfeld,
Harry Li. Cutler, Karl Wertz, Arthur
Ilfeld, Charles Danzlger, William H.
one-nint- h
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Springer, William J. Lucas, W. Hugh
Stark, Hallett Raynolds, c. V. Hedg-cocFrank Carroon, Isaac Bacha-racDr. Jacob H. Landau, Colbert
C. poot, Lester Sands, John L. Took-eWilliam Tellier, Byron J. Read,
Byron iT. Mills, W. G. Ogle, J. C.
Schlott, Isaac Appel, Thomas A.
Johnsen, Walter Burns, P. A. Brine-gaJ. C. Wertz,
O. D. Gephard,
Frank F. Young, Lt. C. Taylor, Tom
Welch, Rev. John I Imhof, Z. R.
Stocker, D. A. Fraser, Roy Selover,
Scotty Smith, Joseph Hillbrand, Don
C. Stratton, Rev. N. B. Green, C. W.
Wesner, J. II. Stearns and S. B. Rohrer.
The ladies who served the dinner
were Mrs. B. J. Read, Mrs. Fred
Mrs. C. Carscallen, Mrs. George

THE PEOPLES BANK
Ca-pita-

r,

Laemmle,

Slll,COO

l

Accepts accounts subject to check.
Pays interest on daily balances.

.

TODAY'S BASEBALL

ROAD BUSINESS

M'DONALD MEETS THIS AF
TERNOON WITH BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

MR.

For the purpose of conferring with
Jhe board of county commissioners in
regard to road matters, Governor William C. McDonald spent today in Las
Vegas. He arrived last night from
Santa Fe. This morning he visited
with friends about the city and was
given a cordial reception upon the
streets and In the stores and offices
where he stopped to say "hello."
The governor spent this afternoon
with the county commissioners.
It
Is understood that he intends to make
some changes in the board of road
commissioners.
A. A. Jones, a member of that body, having resigned be
cause of his new duties in Washing
ton as assistant secretary of the in
terior, the governor will appoint a
man to succeed him. William Spring
er, another member of the board, is
said to have stated his intention of re
signing. Sostenes Delgado is the other member of the board
The law under' which the road
boards were created has caused con
siderable friction between the boards
commissioners
of county
and the
road officials all ov T the state. The
friction has been pronounced in this
county. It is understood the governor intends appointing a road com
mission that can work in harmony
with the county commissioners, or
try to bring about an understanding
between the existing boards that will
make it possible for harmonious action to be taken.
Other than to state that he was
here on road matters and to "call
upon the people of Las Vegas" the
governor did not explain his mission
here. He is looking in excellent
health. Las Vegans whet saw him to
day were pleased with the Improve
ment he has made since they saw
him last winter during the legisla
ture's session, when the governor was
in bad health.

Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
putinsr. Why not avail yourself, of th, assistance of the
undersigned, one, of the Santa Fe's summer tour special-- ,
ists? His help will cost- you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.
-

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address
D. L. BATCIIELOIi

rvji

Agent
Las Vegas, N. M.

S. B.

Jefierson Raynolds. President.
,
Hallett Raynolds, Cashiej?,
Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier,
Davig, Vice Pre'de!!t,,

ti;

OF LAS VEGAS,' N. M.

Bos-

Pittsburgh, 7;
-

4.

ton,

E. B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

National League
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
Brooklyn, 2.
At Pittsburgh

17

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BASEBALL

YESTERDAY'S

on L AJ D

o

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Detroit at Philadelphia; clear.
Cleveland at New York; clear.
St. Louis at Washington clear.
American Association.
Milwaukee at St. Paul; clear.
Kansas City at Minneapolis; clear.
Columbus at Indianapolis; clear.
Louisville at Toledo; clear.
Western League.
Denver at Topeka; cloudy.
Des Moines at St. Joseph; cloudy.
Sioux City at Omaha; cloudy.
Wichita at Lincoln; cloudy.

American League
At Washington Philadelphia,
Washington,
New
At New York Boston,
York,

;

Western League
At Lincoln Topeka, 2; Lincoln, I.
At St. Joseph St. Joseph,
10;
Sioux City, 1.
At Des Moines
Moines, 1.

STANDING

3;

Omaha,

,

Brooklyn
New York
Chicago

Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Boston
Cincinnati

$35,OOQ

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and
Vithin the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

OF CLUBS

Club

Philadelphia

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits

Des

National League

.

Won Lost

Pet.

23
21

11

.676

16
16

.568

21
21

20

.512

20

20

.500

J19

23

.452

14

21

.400

13

27

.357

1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOGS

.56S

American League
Won Lost

Club

Pet.

Philadelphia

30

10

.750

Cleveland
Chicago

30
24

13
20

.698
.543

Washington

22

19

Boston

18

Detroit

18
19

22
27
29

Charlie Dooin's Phillies have won St. Louis
9
30
15 of their 19 home games this sea New York
Western
League
son, or nearly 79 per cent.
Won Lost
Club

Summer?

j

BASEBALL TODAY.
National League.
Boston at Pittsburg; cloudy.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati; clear.
New York at St. Louis; cloudy.
American League.
Chicago at Boston; clear.

(iOVEIINOH IS HUE

Where
Shall We
Go This

DEPOSIT BOXES

t,

Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock, Mrs.

one-fourt- h

Lends money on approved collateral.
Lends money on improved real estate.

ARE

RENT"

Frank H. H. Roberts, Miss Mary Hansen, Miss Bertha Sundt, Miss Cora
Duncan and Mrs. Martin Stutzman.

M

TRUST CO.
t

r,

Gep-har-

FIVt

Denver
St. Joseph
Omaha
Lincoln
Des Moines
Sioux City

27
27
22

14

20

15

.659
.643

19

.537

19
21

17

23

12

29

.293

22

4
TOMORROW
x

.

at the

J

Telephone or call arid we will have our demon-

strator show

.231

Pet.

vr-;--

OVERLAND riQDFk 50 T

.396

.513
.475
.430
.425

19
18

Topeka
Wichita

.537
.450
.400

i
you

Las Vegas Automobile ft Machine
Phjne Main 344.

Whalen,

11

&

Co

Fowler Props

in 111 e r and

jecial Excursion Onto

Y. M. C. A.

Junior class 4:30 o'clock.
Business men's class 5:30 o'clock

CALIFORNIA

"

OREGON

5D'AY.

H AS

Portland,:OrevJune

SAIlaw

es-

tablishing ,tbe,
a$ the
maximum time that persons may be
employed in any mill or manufacturin Oregon went
ing establishment
into effect today.
"I hear the ladies of your church
goKup a purse for the parson," said
Wiggleton.
"Yes," said Dabbs.
"And was the
old gentleman
pleased?"
"Well no. You see," said Dabbs,
"after they got up the purse they
couldn't raise any money to put in
it."
"May I make a confidant of you,
old man?"

"Why, certainly. What is it?"
"Well, to tell you the honest truth,
I'm dreadfully hard up and want
f30."
"You cad

as the

me. I hn js silent
I have heard nothing."

gTHve.

--

.

Round trip tickets will be on sale
from June.i to September 30. 1913, daily
with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

Los Angeles' or San Diego

-

$48.50
S43.50
$55.09
$50.00

Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco - - - Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle - $27.50
Special dates, shorter limit - $72.50
Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
further particulars
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket office.
in either direction, and for

;

i:

trust

NORTHWEST

D. L. BATCHELOR.,

Agent

i

fix
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Caught Fancy cf Pari- sa
Tlie
Walking Sui
One-Piec-

GIVES

PHYSICIANS

NOTICE

NEW IDEA

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Experiment Seems to Disprove Notion
About the Spreading of Dread
April l, 1913.
Disease Germs.
Notice is hereby' given that Vin
cento Ciddlo of Kast Laa Vf.gas, who,
The power of a small glass partition
on December 16, 1907, wade hometo prevent the spread of infectious
NV
diseases has been known in the hos- stead entry, No. U320X, for W
section 30,
pitals of Europe for several years, but V section 31, W V4 SW
is only becoming recognized in Amer- township 14 N, raise 17 hi, N. M. p.
ica. In the contagious wards of the M., has filed notice of intention to
Brooklyn children's hospital glass par make five year
to establish
titions about five feet high are placed claim to the land proof,
above described, be- aJtor Leo M' Tipton. U. S. commisreally astonish e.
sioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
do a child with
pneumonia, in the
next one with scarlet fever, In the June 7, 1913.
next one with measles.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cerebro
spinal meningitis, diphtheria and other
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
such diseases may be represented in Las Vegas, N.
M.; Crescenciana Tru-Jillthe other beds, but since the installaLas
N. M., Lucinda J. de
Vegas,
tion of the glass partitions no child
"catches" the disease hat his neigh- Trujillo, , East Las Vegas, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
bor has.
And yet the air circulates freely all
Register.
around and above the glass partitions,
and one would think that the germs
TAX PAYMENTS
would spread almost as easily as if
Notice is hereby given that any
these were not there. Yet exnerienne taxes
yet unpaid for A. D. 1912, will
has proved that this is not so.
become delinquent on June 1, 1913,
Physicians are revising their views
about the spread of contagious dis- and after July 1, 1913 will be subject
eases through the air. Some are even to a penalty of five per centum.
Further notice is hereby given, that
ridiculing the fumigation of rooms.
The suggestion is that most of the after July 1, 1913, notice will be duly
pathogenic germs die very quickly in published of the public sale of all
the air; that persons must come fair- property upon which
taxes of A. D.
ly close to the patients and be in
1912 remain unpaid at the date set
direct contact with them if
for such sale, and such property upare to "catch" the disease.
on which taxes of 1912 are then delinHOT WEATHER IN THE ARCTIC quent, will bd sold as required by the
session Laws of 1913.
Dated at Las. Vegas, ,N. M., May 14,
Stefansson's Men Suffered Tortures
1913.
From Heat and the Swarms

iZZZ

Vic-torln-

J

--

'.

rj..!S.;.w.,;.'

tb-e-

Bhe

LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFt
short orders an d regular dinners
the best goods obtainable
always handled

me OPTIC
WAT3T

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

.

(

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & L. o. O. MOOSE Meets
t
second
A. M. Regular com
fourth Thursday evening esi
munication first and
month at VV. O. W. Hall. Vtiui
third Thursday in
brothers cordially invited. Howard
each month. Viaiting
T. Davis, Dictator;
J. ThornhilL
brothers cordially inSecretary.
vited. Wm. P. Mills,
aover. W. M., H. 8 .v'an
Petten, Secretary. J E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 841
I. O. of B B,
Meets every flr
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cente par !)ne eacn tnertlon,
Tuesday of the month in the vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- rooms of Temple Montefiore at
tstimate nx ordinary words to line.
ular
conclave wc. d Tueso'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
tjtV
No ad to occupy less space than two
day In each month at Ma
invited.
cordially
Isaac Appol
lines. Ail
advertla m'ntt charged
sonic
at 7:30 p. m. Q. H.
Temple
President; Charles Greenclay, Set
will be booked at tpace actua'ly
Chaa. Tamme,
Klnkel, B.
retary.
without regard to number of word
Cash In advance preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
1. Meets every Monday evenin? ai
AL ARCH MASONS Regvlar con
their hall on Sixth street All visit
vocation first Monday in
Ing brethren cordially Invited to at
each month at Masonic
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.
Gui
V.
3 .
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
Lehman,
G.; T. M. Elwood
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O
MM.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
Blood, Secretary,
C. V. HedKcock, cemetery trustee.

COLUMN

rates for classified
tisements

tS

-

st,

if

1

SJlM

i&

'

WBm
nri

i

C;

niniaiititfwnrai

;

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
8. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mra. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourth
V&ssnt&tf
Mondays of each month at 8 p. m
Telephone Main 329.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle,
of Mosquitoes.
EUGENIO ROMERO,
WANTED First class cook at tht
Z. W. Montague, Local Dep
Clerk;
Treasurer and
Collector, San
English. Kitchen.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
"July was intolerably hot. We had
members are espeuty.
Visiting
M.
N.
Miguel
County,
no thermometer, but I feel sure," siiys
102 Mees every Monday
at
welcome
and cordially
night
cially
ELDERLY woman wants position as
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab avenue,at
Stefansson, the explorer, in Harper's
bids
housekeeper. Apply Rawlins House.
Magazine, writing of summer days in
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
the Arctic, "that many a day the tern
supplies
welcoma
J. C. Wertz,
cordially
Bids
for furnishing six months' sup- WANTED Dining room girl. 403
perature must have been over 100 deATTOKXEYS
T.
J.
.Buhler
president;
secretary;
grees in the sun, and sometimes for plies for the State Penitentiary will
Railroad avenue.
C.
H.
weeks on end there was not a cloud in be ieceived until 9
Bally, treasurer.
o'clock a. m. TuesHUNKER & HUNKER
the sky. At midnight the sun was
1913.
conday,
June
10th,
H. Hunker Chester A. Ho
WANTED Two good
rarm hands. B. p. O. ELKS Meets
Supplies
George
what we would call an hour high, so
second and
Attomey-at-Lathat It beat down on us without rest sist of groceries, meats, clothing,
Apply S. B. Rohrer, 1004 Eighth St.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
etc.
A list of these supplies
leather,
twenty-fou- r
New atx:
LAS Vegas.
hours through.
month
on Ninth stre?.
Elks
home
"The hottest period of the day was with conditions and blank proposals WANTED Four mules ranging from
brotb-ersarand Douglas avenue. Visiting
about 8 o'clock in the evening, and will be furnished upon application to
J"
5 to 6 years in age.
Not to exceed
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
DENTISTS
the coolest perhaps 4 or 5 In the morn- the Superintendent.
,
56 Inches high and weighing
900
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Coning. The mosquitoes were so bad that
By order of the Board of Penitento 1,100 pounds. Inquire of Albuseveral of our dogs were completely
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTH
don, Secretary.
lisiA
querque and Cerrillos Coa'i Comblind for the time through the swell- tiary Commissioners.
Crockett Building.
JOHN B. McMANTJS, Superintendent.
pany, Madrid, N. M.
e
charmeuse with narrow lace ing of their eyes, and all of them were
COUN-CIKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Main
Office Telephone
walking suit cf copper-colorelame from running sores caused by Dated: May 31st, 1913.
collar.
NO. 804.
Meets aecond and House Telephone
Mala i
the mosquito stings on the line where
Santa Fe, New Mexico. SALESMAN, traveling, salary and exin O. R. C. Hall,
fourth
Thursday
tha hair meets the
of the foot
Must be acpenses or commission.
HOW TO WhlTEN THE THROAT MUST BE HAND EMBROIDERED It Is true that on our pad
Pioneer building.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Visiting mementire expedition
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
tive, ambitious, energetic; splendid
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
we had no experience that more nearDentist
That I, Jess Hunziker, will not be
Lemon Juice or a Ripe Tomato Will The Proper Thing for Both White ant) ly deserved the name of suffering
opportunity; former experience not
Devine. G. K.; Frank Angel, B. S.
Dental work of any descrlptio
Remove Any Discoloration
than this of the combined heat and responsible for any debts that my
Colored Linen Parasols Wide
necessary. Landmark Cigar com
moderate prices.
Alcohol to Harden.
pany, Denver, Pa.
mosquitoes of our Coppermine rive- wife, Antonla Garcia Hunziker, may
Variety of Designs.
DORADO
EL
NO.
LODGE
I Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
contract.
summer."
East Las Vegas, N, M,
KNIGHTS OF PY
Shapeliness Is not all that Is necesWhite and colored linen parasole
Dated this 3rd day of June, 1913.
I
sary to the making o a throat beauti- show hand embroidery. They are EAR NEVER
TH AS Meets ev
JESSE HUNZIKER.
STOPS GROWING
ful. The texture of the skin must be mounted with
Professional Health Culture for Ladlo
or bone handles
m
f
Vri ery Monday even
fine and Boft, white and unblemished. and tips or withivory natural or pol
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
light
in
Hall
Castle
ing
The
Portion
100
of
Human
Anafr
the
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Only
BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
Cleanliness is the first essential. A ished wood handles and
General
Massage, Hair and Seal;
Visiting
omy, According to Physicians,
by local applications, as tliev cannot
Knlgiiti
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Stevgood thorough scrubbing with a not too tips. Some of them are finished about
Facial Massage, Manicure
reach
Which Does This.
diseased
the
jTreatment,
ear.
of
the
tre
soft brush, hot water and soap, once or the
portion
lnvlt
cordially
ens, Humboidt, Kan.
edge with fringe, some with a plain
There is only one way to cure deaf
Plaza Hotel.
twice a week, will do no harm, the rest hem and some with an embroidered
t'i. Chas LlebacB
Persons who have large ears in ness, and that is by constitutional
of the time using the ordinary cloth. scallop. A wide variety of designs is
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
aer,
Chancellor
their
are decidedly un remedies. Deafness Is caused bv an HOUSEHOLD goods for sale Inquire
Apply lemon Juice or a ripe tomato to shown in embroidered
Commander. Harry
Satis lucky, youthful days
at 1003 Grand Avenue.
to students of anat inflamed condition of the mucous lin
according
any discolorations that may appear, stitch, eyelet work andparasols.
are
ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
nd unless the pores are enlarged. used in combination to outlining both omy, for no other portion of the hu ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Subscribe for The Optic.
produce
Seal.
you have a run FOR RENT Front bedroom.
man body is so ambitious in its this tube
aise cold cream Treely,
Miss
ornate and simple effects. Almost all
or
sound
and
imperfeet
ning
hearing,
We
old and shrivel up
Alcohol will harden the flesh. As
growth.
Richley. SOS Main Avenue.
it. Is entirely closed, deafness Is
parasols are made with eight panels, and decrease get
in stature, but the ear when
Sor the various bleaches, there are and
half a dozen skeins of cotton are
the
and
unless
the
result,
inflamma
still grows.
asome that are harmless, except Insofar needed for
tion ran be taken out and this tube
each pane!
A woman with small ears at twenty
as they invariably are drying, which with a designembroidering
restored to its normal condition, hearof moderate size; flv
medium-sizewill
have
ears ing will be
wltimately leaves the skin harsh and or six dozen skeins, therefore, would probably
destroyed forever; nine
at forty and large ears at sixty cases
3rash. Here Is one that can easily be be sufficient for
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
out of ten are caused bv Ca
The big
any
parasol.
Again, it is said, as the result of the tarrh, which Is nothing but an inflam FOR RENT A good upright piano.
;made at home, but, like the others, it department stores make up the
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
The Rosenthal Furniture Co.
13 drying, so be sure to counteract this
into parasols and sell examination o' 40,000 pairs of ears, ed condition of the mucous surfaces.
panels
that
effect by applying cold cream after sticks and frames.
ve will give One Hundred Dollars
probably jo person in the world
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
has ears perfectly matched. In most for any case of Deafness (caused
ising it. Mix half an ounce of peroxFOR RENT Furnished
room
by
four
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
people the two ears differ perceptibly, catarrh) that cannot be cured
ide of hydrogen, six ounces of witch-aze- l
by
tottage, $6. Will take Invalids.
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
and half an ounce of lactic acid. FLOWERS THAT MATCH FROCK not only in shape, but in size. Fre Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
40c
per 100 lbs
417 Eighth street.
quently they are not placed on the lars, free.
Apply this with a soft cloth.
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c
per 100 lbs
F.
One of the Prettiest Fancies of Man) head at exactly the same angle or at
J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
FOR RENTr-Furnis- hed
the same height.
Seasons Is the Adornment
rooms over
DAINTY SUMMER DRESS.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
It is declared by those who have deThus Effected.
York's store. Telephone 317.
voted their time and abilities to the pation.
1200 Lincoln Ave
1 Phone Mala 227
What a real pleasure women missed study of ears that the age of a perFOR
RENT
Three
rooms
sunny
A substitute medicine is' never for
when tbey were too prim to tuck a son can be judged by them with great
suitable for light housekeeping, Inthe benefit of the buyer. Never be
bunch of flowers Into their frocks, or accuracy by an expert.
quire 623 Twelfth street
too fearful lest the stalks should stain
After the age of ten, ears assume an persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
increased form and give the clue to Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
their pretty raiment.
and colds, for children or for grown FOR RENT Suite of
.
Nowadays flowers are the finishing the age of the owner. Nordau, Lora- nicely furnished
It Is prompt and effective.
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very ,.
touch of every toilette, and some wom broso and others lay great stress upon persons.
20o per 100 lbs.
elec.rlct lights,
rooms,
housekeeping
It
comes
in a yellow package, with
en give orders to their florists or tfeeir J the ear as an indication of character;
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
25c per 100 lb.
etc.
Excellent
918
location.
on
beehive
bath,
carton.
no
It
contains
some
of the best men we meet
gardeners for a bouquet twice or thrice yet
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each
'
Take
no
street.
FoDelivery
opiates.
30c per 100 lbs!
substitute
for
""V!
Eighth
i
'"N
a day to match the gowns they Intend have outrageous ears, while almost
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
and
ley's
Tar
O.
Honey
Compound.
4qc p,. i0n b,t
to wear.
everybody can recall some bold, bad G. Schaefer and Red Cross
'
'i
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery
Drug FOR RENT Modern furnished flat.
.
:..50c per 100 Ibt.
In the evening it Is tisnal to wear a man of bis acquaintance who has Store.
511 Ninth street.
single and very exquisite blossom, the small, well formed and well placed
work of human hands. A giant rose, a
f
i
if
mammoth poppy, an orchid all are
A Work'er Appreciates This
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
popular. Strange fantasies in mater NOT AN OCCASION FOR MIRTH
i
...". ,
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence
ial are employed; here a lace flower;
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vega Famoua.
AND
Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
tipped with fur, and there one made of Thoughtless People Laughed at Hui
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
SIGN PAINTING
years my kidneys and bladder incapa
:
hand painted mousseline, a marvelous
'
morous Sight, but There Was
me
work.
citated
About
for
all
own
eight
N
handiwork.
nature's
of
copy
Deep Pathos In Incident.'
months ago I began using Foley Kid
ney Pills, and they have done what
429 GRAND AVE.
Wardrobe Box.
Why will we be so much amused
other medicines failed to do, and now
A space saver is the wardrobe box at the other fellow's woe? The other
I am feeling fine. I recommend Fo
'
which fits under the bed. This box fellow In this story was driving, and
ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer and
is suspended from two metal arms, or the horse was going at a clip, so the
Red Cross Drug Store.
;
bars, which are affixed to the bed. driver had his hands full to steer
P. MACKEL
This makes It possible to draw the safely through the crowded streets.
The Brilliant Stars of June
HOU8E AND 8IGN PAINTING
box in and out without trouble. The The only other occupant of the conthe end of Jung, Mars, Venus,
By
arnwofin finishing. Fapar Haaelni
box does not touch the floor, so veyance was a large nanny goat,
Saturn and Jupiter will all be morning
nd
on
accumuis
someno possibility of dust
there
Glazing.
the seat. She was
standing
stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
lating under It, and the bed, with the what uneasy at the unusual means of
Compound is at all times the "Star"
box in position, may be moved at will. locomotion, and being of a loving dismedicine for coughs, colds, croup and
fllflta Plan,
Old To
The boxes, which are provided with position, she would snuggle up to 'the
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
Classified ad. search out the people to whom among au
i
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneuhinged covers, come in different sizes driver and lick across the face, and
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth moat.
as
at
monia
other
but
not if
nose his hair whenever the swaying
and are designed for different
time,
any
LGUL THE CAie
I
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Is
vehicle gave her a chance. To a bus
;
That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST lO aomaoae si
taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
full of people with nothing to do but
Store.
Drug
wiiu
roaus me a us. in una newspaper ana would merer hefi I s
was
on
look
and
calls
it
very funny,
Crepe Waists.
EAST BOUND
A college girl who wore cotton crepe and Jeers to the busy driver did not
your
property unless It were advertised here.
Arrive
Bepan
No Substitute Could do This
waists to save her laundry bills, had add to bis peace of mind. But had
No.
. 9:10
fi
:
2..
'15
No
inferior substitute but only the
p. m
difficulty in rendering them wearable the hooters only known that the goat
Others, who read and anaerads. In this newspaper want (a
11:05
at first, as they were too limp if not was being hurried through the city No. 4.. 11:05 p. m
genuine Foley Kidney Pills eould have V are anxious to
pay tmU for) ooks, automobiles, need machinery
rid J. F. Waliifh, isartlett, Neb., of his
starched at all and, if starched, wring- streets to save a little life!
No. 8.. - 2:05 a. m
2:10 a.
and furniture, article of Melulness of any aort, and musical
Ho
trouble.
"I
was
kidney
says:
Not far from Washington square No. 10.
ing them made the starch uneven,
1:45 p. m'..... 2:1
bothered with backache, and the pain
says the Modern Prisclila. She ex- there Is a little bouse where a young
WEST BOUND
would run up to the back of my head,
was
a
until
mother
she
dead
and
sick
infant
found
perimented
that
lay
by
A the classified ada. are read bj all
.'A summer Gr "
No. 1.. - 1:20 p. m
1:
I took
and I had spells of dizziness.
of white lace
possible buyeis, of all
them
s
man
in
for
with
thin
and
the
starch and hang-in- crying
washing
comfort,
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
in yellow with underskirt
sible sorts of thlHs, they have com to be Anders of the best
6:15 a,
them up to drain on a coat hang- the Queer passenger had that picture No. 3.. - 6:10 a. m..--- am
now
I
work and
entirely rid of
cf white charniptice. Bolt of yellow er, without
No. 7.. . 4:20 p. m
4:30 p.
before him while nanny and the
wringing, tttey werq kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and 4
.affeta.
I ;
No. 1.. . 6:35 p. in..... 7:00 p.
made free with his dlraltr.
right
Red Vross Drug Store,

Hi
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Paraphrasing the words of Horace Greely, "The way to succeed is to advertise."
There is scarcely a notable commercial success that has not been built upon the solid foundation of advertising, and, likewise, practically all good, clean, honest business that advertises legitimately is successful.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

with the retailers of this city or
Whenever you see a manufacturer
a group of cities in the United States in an advertising campaign on behalf of his
merchandise you may safely make up your mind to three things
co-operatin-

r:"

g

FIRST, the merchandise has merit.
SECOND, both the manufacturer and the merchant are
dependable people with whom to do business.

progre-siv- e,

THIRD, they are successful and merit your confidence and patron
age.

o
o
oC.)
rJ

o
()
o(
vy

Manufacturers are beginning to understand that the only way to create actual,
demand for a product is to advertise it locally-i- n daily news,
papers.
"over-the-counte- r"
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Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from tha dietil-lrto you. At th abby, of course.

de-sig-

la another column of this paper appears a piece of verse written by J.
T. Coady of Omaha, Neb., who Is here
to work in the Santa Fe offices. Mr.
Coudy's verse shows he is a good
booster and a good poet., ,

SMITH'S

DAMAGE

SUIT SET FOR

The registry business ia the local
poetoffiee shows an increase during
the month of May over the former
liKmth. The approximate difference is
about 13 per cent. The parcels post
DEPOSED
business also has shewn a bij?

TUMORROW

Decoration Day

1

SUPERINTENDENT OF

ASYLUM SEEKS TO OBTAIN
REDRESS IN COURT.

At the regular communication
Chapman lodge No. 2 A. P. and A.
Thursday evening June 5, 1?13,
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Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want .the highest

quality in canned fruits

'

THE ROSENTHAL
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Carry Them In
FLtGULARSr LONGS and
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They're the true Economy in clothes
and cost just enough to be good as clothes
can be.
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After a recess of two days, the
June term of the district court, which
was

GitIfn

suhiw.t to call by Judge IX J. Lea'
visit to thej will be resumed tomorrow mormn
loci.ie,
ntomners and visitors re It e
likely that Juagt Lchy
MARTIN
CAN
rtjuosted to bo present.
victcd several days aco ct the bium
.
.
Bi vu
'
.
.
.
account of tnc f.io! that
Mil. HARRY PETERS
b;uid stand in Lincoln park is cot in
,
coad:t.;on for conerts, the band con- mur- - i
n ivnmvw i.igat ti:i... be given in d ecmvicted of seeond degree
j
FRIENDS
g
CF POPULAR COUPLE
Mii.si.e parR. It is ejected that by j T
I
ARE TAKEN BY SURPRISE
of pr H M gffiSlll
test week the band stand at Lincoln against the board of trustees of the
LAST EVENING
S ' nor!- e repaired so that con- New Mexico Hospital for the Insane
is scheduled to come up for trial toYesterday evening at S o'clock at
morrow. Dr. Smith seeks to recover the home of Kev. Norman Skinner,
The niiirriage of .Viss Ada Springer
j
damages ia the ium of 1 15,000 on ac- Miss Lois Ana Martin, daughter of:
ssid IV. Warren R Davis cf rhi'.adel-ph:a- .
count of the caaccliatica or disregard Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Martin, and Mr.
will be so'emsized
tomorrow cf a contract te claims to have
tad aHrry A. ePtters weer united in mar
o'clef'it at the hone.
evening st.
with the precedicg board cf trus riage. The wedding was a surprise
icf ti bride's parent, Mr. and Mrs. tees. Dr.
Smith serred efficiency j to &eir many friecdA. who did not j
Frank Springer. Rer. Kcrmaa Skin as s
iperintendent cf the ayrom for learn of the ceremony until this .
ner,
of the First rre.sby1e.ri.ar. two
jears, working under a fiTe-- ear morning. The wedd'Dg was attended
church, will perform the ceremony in contract. Last
the new j only by the immediate relatives cf
the presence of a small company cf board of trassesSeptember
arnitrarilr dis- - the bride and groom,
relatives arui istimsle friends of the
charged Ir. SmiLh and employed Dr. j Mrs. Peters is one of Las Vegas"
bride and troom.
ii.aui loner .s. ur. cmiai ae- - i popular vounsr ladies anil has srrt
icJsrcs that be was damaged to the practkal'y ail her life here. Durin?
The st?srf:r.c of the teanss of the C3net of 15ow
fey the failure cf :he the past two years she has been in
Y. M. C. A. r. .icmVrship contest was v,-- .
- v
t
tK.
r.caocj oi!sy by the Vys, Who had , TfePT t itttlA- hn1na m amiu Ii j
.
....
aua iviiJiumg associauon.
nits
aias

IN THE

of
M.

make of clothing is distinguished
among clothes. The man who wears them
shows ic and is pioud of it. We make a
special feature of these goods and consider
it our right to continoubly harp on their
good qualities. The fabrics are perfectly
shrunk and correctly tailored.
"This

excelled workmanship

IS

ft) 0

n,

construction and

Weld

Luilwig Vin.

HART, SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES

simplicityun-of

Phone Main 379

rartiea returning from Antonchico
yesterday stated that the. road from
that piaee is being improved, eo thai
in a short time it will be in fit conditio for any class of travel

ON

The Polished Steel
Line again leads all
others in attractive

y

STEARNS STORE

ANOTHER TALI
nnrsrAfj pp

SHARPENED
and
REPAIR. ED

IX)ST Fondant bearing three smalt
iliiimqnds and a turquoise. Keturn to
The Optic office and receive reward.

Wax Beans
Turnips
Tomatoes
Beets

We Close at Noon

automobile

Light

"111

Lawn
Mowers

o'clock this evening,

Hissouri Strawberries California Strawberries
California Blackberries
Table Cherries
California Red Raspberries
Oranges
Pineapples
Bananas t;
Table Apples
Grapefruit
Apricots.
Green Beans

NtWS

LOCAL

?1913.

GREENBERGER

Aerolux

Make your porch

the most comfor
i

able room about

r

0

he house.

You can do it at little cost by using the famous

J

AERO LU21

ps-sto-

y

At

J.

H. STEARNS

Porch Shades,' a Sdtox Grass Rug and a few of our low
priced
Porch Cfcairs. Remember, we have the largest line of Porch
Swings and Furniture in the city.

J. C. JOHNSEN

;
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THE OLD RELIABLE

"
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sowever, wiu contane few years. He is well known in rail- sever-F-e
rtid circles, having been employed as
conJsicicr durins his rsidenco fcer la,
cr.e asd
Kiies. The inte
The
friends of Mr. and Mrs.
m a xt
Jt.o is injTvjh)5 sii! Try draa ct OJ5 rsyior Bour- - Tetersmany
them happiness in theil !
wsh
nsiaes ir.es
pect by t osier-- &cn at tie Opera Bar AST.
venture.
This
is the frst wedding! I
r.r?"
es;
riii!te5t bv a i
that
teen
hss
solemnised
here thisij
"srg- sriin.
Miss Ihei Musser, far the jast
mcnlh, making Mrs. Peters She f.rst
two years a member o: the facaTty Jane bride.
Another
j tf the Las Vegas
;a a reir-Aixi- "
left
iilg'a
name t&$
is afiemocn for her hrme at Porte- - El Ferreair tase wiil run
organued it the Eli
daily dur
The fsicics" wU go iy acntli. Ohio, wtere her parei-tthe remsisde--r cf the season. Cap-,- !
uie Eiiti of the "'Lio.ViS.,' net ".hit siie. Miss Musser w:'J net relnra to ing
Pare J1.C3
sc:'.T, five ps?c-rs- .
they - e .vo in ar.y a;se ci the this city.
Main t
Phcse
renrd
trip.
".i, i ; .hit they tre to a ciru::
S. E'.":is
jvvo when il oo:r-- to bewiinfr
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
- he
.'tTtl T ' t v;X s r. 1 i - C ..vi to
irich in ' e
of Texas,
tU.e
slot it lie ..vj
ft-a v r.t r in Las',,-,- .
a'
SAL?: Cri;
!ftfe furniture,
Vt-itie
Mr. EUis '
fcr the
stoTes. Arp;y to Harold
?
; ,r t ..
tlit lie etiiii? ...
Cji r.if
purpose of ittii. ;
ctn, ::: Eighth et. East
ers juso wili c.hil
in tie
escrcises cf lie
--jJii-

"Complete Home

Lieisy,
rsd he Seniors and the Santa to tear cssf.s ia ciaffibers for
men are
for krt p:ace withjaj weeks.
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furnishers"
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AND IMPROVED, ALL SIZES, ALL
PRICES
WE CAN SUIT YOU
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PASTEURIZED CREAM
" ASK VOIR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co

H

Vegetables

and

Fruits in Season

SIMMIES
i

Our mr.k will always stard the add test for dregs and the
Bsbeock test for cream Quality.
Onr dairy will always stand the expert irspectic a
required
rcocem
cities;.
by
Ricg out the old mistaken trtethods.

AliD

CEEESIES EVERY DAY

Ring ia the
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correct ones.

Our dairy dcser-yonr patroc&ke.
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improvements
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These famous Teas and Coffees
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